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Students Needlessly Lose
Thousands to Financial Aid
• Students are
unfairly charged
interest on money
they have not
received from the
Financial Aid office.

of Financial Aid at Hastings,Slates
that the disbursement date is
determ ined by students on their
loon application forms. StudenlS
could lessen thedisbursement Lime
by waiting past the peak check
processing season, but mosl
students on financial aid do not
havetheluxuryofrequcstingdates
substantially diITerenL from the
peak disbursement dates, Bisesi
notes.
Considering
thai
loan
repayment schedules are spread
out over an avernge of ten years
after graduation, and students are
paying interest on this interest,
lhesesmallpocketsofextraintcrest
canadduptoapproximatelySlOOO

By Eric C. Johnson
STAfJ'WR1l'eR

SlUdenlS on Financial Aid are
unImowinglypayingSlOOO more
in loan intelest than they should.
And,Hastingsisnotdoingenough
to proICCt its students from !his
needless expcndiwre.
The problems lies wid! the
cbcck disbursement pocedure.
The !lCbool receives fmancial aid

checks £rom lending institutions
about one mon!h befc.e the start
of the semester, but they arc not
distributed until days before
tcboolactuailySWts. Here'sthe
catch:studentsarepayin!inlcrest
on klans between the time the
checks are cut and the time that
they are actually cashed.
The law schools, nOI the
students or !he loan companies.
docidewhenthecbecbshould be
disbursed, according 10 John
Brooks, Loan Processing
Manager for Law Access. one of
the majorprovidersoflaw school
Joans. BUI Linda Bisesi, Direclor

Kim and Madison Battle for Presidency
ByAnthony~
STAfFWRITEIt

Hastings students have the
opportunity to participate in the
grand political process as Lesley
Kim and Joanna Madison baUie
for ASH presidency in the annual
campus elections to be held
WednesdayandThursday, March
9 and 10. Al stake are all ASH
executiveofflCeS,secoooand third
year chss representative

positions,thelhirdyeargraduation
speaker, and a referendum on
membership in the University of
California Student Association.
The polling table will be on
the Beach from 9:30 a.m. until
3:30p.m. each day, orin the Louis
B. Mayer Lounge in the event of
ioclement weather. The elections
are run by current ASH VicePresidem Brian Guthrie. Guthrie
says the voter tum OUI is usually
about50%, but he hopes fora 60-

AftertheLawN~5cameout,

This is where
the UeSA
comes in to fix
student government.

thirty-four faculty members
signed and posted a letter stating
that while some of the students in
theaniclemay have felt Massey's
trcauntnt of Higginbotham Ilad
been disrespectful. insensitive,or
even racist, "we know thai
Professor Massey is none of these
things. He is a person of great
integrity, fairness. and openmindedness...one of the kindest
andrnosldecentindividualswhom
weknow.
The letter was drafted by
Associate Academic Dean Brian
Gray, who felt that based on the
facl5oftheincident, itwasunfair
and unreasonabl e to draw the
conclusionthalracial motives had

positions for cach class; current
fustandsecond yearstudenlS will
elect classmates whowill serve as
next year's second and third year
reps. Next fall the new first year
sludents will elect their own ASH
representatives.
The contested battle for ASH
presidency is being waged
bClween the current ASH
Secretary Lesley Kimand second
year ASH representative Joanna
Madison
(see
candidate
statements reprinted at page 15).
Kim's priorities as ASH
President would
include
increasing swdenl representation
on the College BoaJd ofDirectors

Masses Rally to Defend Massey
• Professor Calvin
Massey receives
support after being
accused of racial
insensitivity,
By Dolly Reynolds
NEWS EooOR.
Both faculty members and
Sludents have rallied insupportof
Professor Calvin Massey in the
wake
of
Judge
Leon
Higginbotham's controversial
visit to Massey's class and the
explosiveLowNew!aniclewhich
followed the event. The
Community Comment Board has
become a magnet fc.-Iencn from
professors
and
students

expressing respect and regard for
Massey and strong disagreemem
with some of the students quoted
in theanicle,
When HigginbOlham. the
ChiefJudgeEmeritusoftheThird
CircuitandanAfrican-American,
visited Massey's constitutional
iawclassinJanuary,heexpressed
outrage a1 being given only the
laslfifteenminulCSlOaddressthe
class. Some of the six students
interViewedfortheaniciefeltthat
the treatment of Higginbotham
by Massey, who is white, may
havereflectedracialinscnsitivity.
The students also wondered
whether Judge Bork or Justice
Ginsburg would have been
relegated to the last fifteen
minutes. Most of the students in
the article were unnamed.

70% tum out this year.
All elected positions in ASH
are up for grabs. 1lIese include
the executive officers: President,
Vice-President, Treasurer,
Secretary, and Director of
CommunilY Affairs. There are
also ten class representative

H
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overthelifctimeoftheloan. This
lillie trick--charging students
Cofltin .. ~d Oil Pag, /6

Students
Crush
Faculty
• Student team
defeats Faculty 2827 in Trivia Bowl.
By Douglas Orvis
STAfJ'WR1l'eR

Who sued the magazine High
SocielY for printing a parody
entitled 'The Brito School Sell
Catalog''? After 50 minutes of
high drama and legal trivia, the
10th Annual Hastings Trivia
Bowl rested on the student team
successfully answering that
questioo. Swdent captain Chris
Ayayo correctly identified
"LL.Bean handing the faculty
acrushing28-27overtimedefeaL
The highly partisan student
crowd celebrated its success as
the few members of the faculty
looked on in stunned disbelief. In
thchislOryoftheBowl, however.
the faculty stillholda6-4edgein
the annual match-up testing
knowledge of legal and semi·
legal knowledge sponsored by
the
Hastings
Volunteer
H

,
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Quality of Life on Bottom Ten List
• A Princeton
Review student poll
lists Hastings as
one of the most
competitive law
schools with the
worst quality of
life.
By Steven Feinstein
EOOORI:.<Onl!F
Hastings is IislCd among the
law schools with theworstquality
of life and most competitive
studcntsof American law schools,
according to a new poll of law
school students.
ThePrjrlCeIOflR~~ .... S/uthfi/

Access Guide /0 I~ Besl La ....
Schools,l994editionwasrecently
released. The book contains
information about 170 United
StateS law schools. In addition,
the book lislS the Top Ten and
Bouom Ten in a number of
categories bas«I on a nationwide
poll of ll,ooolaw studenlSatl40
lawschooIs.
Hastingsappearsonthebouom
ten list for quality of life, placing
136 oC the 140 school ranked. To
arriveal the quality of life indeJl,
PrincelOn Review "factored in
studcnlS' respooses to questions

concerning three aspeclS of their
lawschoolexperience:thedegroe
of competitiveness among
studcnts,the'scnseoCcommWlity'
among students,and the quality
of relations among students and
faculty." Yale was ranked as
having thc best quality of life.
ScoringlowerthanHastingswere
Boston University, Syracuse,
TcJ!.as Southern, and in last place,
Harvard.
"I can't believe there are four
schools that have less quality of
lifeoroommunityamongstudents
than this," said student Dan
BemslCin,"lfeelsonyforstu<icnts
at theschooIs with worse quality
of life lhan Hastings."
However, student Eric
Rathhaus said,"I can't imagine
any law school being a wonderful
placc.lmeanitisfulloflawyers."
RathhausobjectedlObeingquored
in thisarticlesaying,"1 don't like
to participate in anything that has
the Hastings logo."
SlUdcnt Mairi McKeever
placed Hastings' appearance
among the schools with the worst
quality of life in perspective by
saying, "I don't judge my quality
of life by my school."
Hastings was ranked ninth on
thelistofschoals with thehighest
proportion of women students.
Hastings was also second on

the list of schools with the most
competition for grades among
students, placing second. Only
Boston University was ranked
mcreoompetitive, with University
ofVirginiaastheJcastcompetitive
law school. 'The book repons that
students place the blame on
Hastings'hwgradingcurvethat
severely restricts the number of
A's and B's that professors can
give.
Professor Eileen Scallen
responded to this result saying, "I
don'tknowwhythestudentssaid
thaL I don't know why they felt
thal. ft
ASH Representative Natasha
Zaslove said the poll is
"hogwashft. She continued, "I
think people help each other more
lhancompcte."
ASH Secretary Lesley Kim
feels that Hastings students are
100 competitive because "this
schoolmakesthemthatway."She
said, she has "been working to
diffusethecompctitivencsssince
Iastyear"bYl1O(beingcompetitive
herself and urging the faculty to
change the grading curve to give
more high marks.
Questioning whether the
problem isHastingsorlawschool,
student Sara Costello wondered,
"Are there law schools where
people help each other?"

Sex Toy Demo
Comes to Hastings
By Sheila Allen
SEXCOJUU;.SP01'.1)£.'(f

Times have changed since
blow.up dolls and rigid dildos
were the extreme in daring SCJ!.
toys! On Wednesday, March 2,
about thirty students of varied
scJ!.ual persuasions attended the
"Safer Sex Discussion Group"
sponsored by HAGL.
Karlyn Lotney, a former SCJ!.
educator from U.C. Berkeley and
currentlyanoutreachcoordinator
for Good Vibrations, arrived with
three large bins of "items.
Lotney, in a humorous and open
manncr,discussedsextoys,sexual
safety and health, and passed
around various implemenlS of
pleasure. Everyone appeared to
enjoy themselves immensely.
Lotneywelcomedquestionsfrom
the audience and people weren't
hesitant 10 ask How? What?
Why? and Really? Among
Lotney'stipswere:
• Don't wear two condoms
K

(e.g., glow in the dark over iatex)
at one time - interaction causes
deteriorationofthevirus-resistant
laICA and you may Jose condom
.2 in an inappropriate place.
• Becareful ofseJ!. items made
of porous malter as germs love to
propagate within particular
material. Silicone items are best
astheyaredishwashersafeonthe
top rack (don't wash with your
dishes-it'sguaranteedlOkeep
down attendance aI your dinner
parties) .

• Seams on all anal beads
should be filed down before usc.
Do not insen anything that docs
nOlhaveanangettstringau.ached
forrcmoval.
• The proper way 10 wear a
cock ring (comes in five.snapor
Velcro closures) is behind the
tcsticlesandovertheshaft(around
thebaseofthepcnisandscrolum).
Many cock rings have attached
rings for the shaft.
• "Ball-stretchers" are
available on a harness with an
au.achcd cock ring (leash and ball
separators optional).
• Dildos come in all sizes,
shapes,colors,malCrialandleveIs
of mobility. The lOp of the line is
a vibrating and rotating model
featuring revolving plastic pearIs
in the midsection and a vibrating
cliHickler built into the design.
Electric, ballery and manually
operated versions are also
available. Some are rtp!t:senwive
(penis-shaped) and others are in
animal forms (porpoises, calS,
Cllfllillunill"PlIgt 16

NEWS BRIEFS
New Board Member Enjoys Law News
The lAw Ne ....s reeeived a phone call from new Board of
Directors member Eugene Freeland saying he read the last Law
News from cover 10 cover and "really enjOyed il."
Freeland said that he is proud lObe the first San DieganevCfon
the board and one of the few current board members who has been
actively involved with the Alumni Association and the 1066
Foundation. He said however that he is still waiting for hls
appointment to be confumed by the legislature.
In response to our story about Hastings' bar pass rate Freeland
said he was disappointed thai the administration and faculty were
not emphasizing Hastings' unique rolc in providinga legal education
available 10 everyone. He said that Hastings "has !"ICver been
number one (in barpass rate) and never will be," bUl that is notour
special mission.

Wu Vee Update
Hasting! Finance Committee met Man:h 3 and decided 10 make
noreeommendatiOllIOIDe Board of Directors about whether Hastings
shouldcontinuetofundWuYeeChildrenServices,adaycarecenter
in the Tenderloin which lakes care of the children of five Hastings
students. Currently, Hastings provides Wu Yee with 59,760 in
Student fees ($8 a student), and 516,640 rrom college money,
Additionally, Hastings acts as a pass through for aSlOO,ooo grant
from the Stale of California, whicb exposes the school to potential
liability for anything that happens at the day care center. In lightof
the potential liability and thesmall number of studenlS who use Wu
Yee, the Finance Committee originally planned to recommend
Hastings withdraw ilS funding_ Howe~er ,afteran emotional petition
drive by second yearGene Huey, who tw two chik1ren at Wu Yee,
the Finance Committee dttided 10 make no recommendation to the
Board whatsoever. Huey, after warning thai he would have to drop
out of school and Wu Yee would lose its enlire inrantprogram if
Hastings pulled out, presented the Committee with a petition with
over 600 signatures. ASH also rejected a resolution which would
have put theS8 doUarstudentfee on theelection chopping block. A
final decision on Hastings' continued relationship with Wu Yee is
expected 10 be made by the Board of Direc:rors at their meeting
March 18, right in the middic of our spring break.

West Block High Rise
The Sail Francisco Bay GllfUdiofi is reporting that the
Stale orCalifomi3may build an 800,000 square footofflCe building,
"larger than the Transarneriea building", on Hastings' West Block
propeny located between Golden Gat.e Avenue and Larkin Street..
Alternatively, theSLBte may demolish the existing eight stOry State
buildingat45S Golden Gateandbuild themonolith there, which the
GUiUdioJI reports is the "primary site" for the new building. Dean
Mary Kay Kane told students at the open forum March I that there
are no immediate plans for the West Block property.

GAAP's Gala Tenth Birthday
Hastings General Assistance Advocacy Projcct will
celebrate a decade of work on behalf of San Francisco's poorest
citizens at a gala tenth anniversary celebration March 31. Honorary
Co-ChairpeopiefortheeventinctudeBarbara Boxer. Willie Brown,
Nancy Pelosi, Angela Alioto, and Eva Pallerson. Over eight)'
Hastings students volWlteer at GAAP, helping more than 2,000
homeless people each month understand and assen thcir rights
undervariouspubliebenefitsprograms. Thebirthdayparty will take
place in theGreenRoom or the War Memorial Building from 6:30
to 9:30 p.m. (aftet Law Rev~). Tickets are S35.00 a piece for the
general public and SI5.00 for community advocates and students..
Professor Marsha Cohen has been made an honorary sponsor after
donating the S50.00 prize she and her $On won forcrcating the besl
mushy valentine in the annual bookstore contesL Other professon:
and students are urged 10 lollow Professor Cohen's generous
example. Tickets may be purchased from AJeJ!.is RondeU, Kathy
Salo,orany GAAP Slaffer. Call GAAPat(4IS)928·8191 formore
information.

l/o..Jtillgs Law News
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ASH Consumes Third Year Council
8y Dolly Reynolds
NEWS EorroR
With no graduation speaker,
no class party planned, and no
lhitdyearfacebook,theexistence
of the Third Year Council is
erx:Jng net with a bang but with a
whimper. ASH voted March 1 to
abolish the Third Yea: Cour.cil
and transfer its responsibilities to

administrativesuppon..andnoreal
power.
Tucker admits the council has
been ineffcctive, but says she's
had an exceedingly diffICult time
scheduling meetings. "Many of
the coulICil members are doing
elltcrnships or worlc.ing and are
Just nO( on campus this semester, ~
she said. Tucker added that Dean
Kaoo has been elltremely busy

third year ASH representatives.
'" think it's a great idea," said
Third Year Council presidelll
A1geraTucker.
The ten member Third Year
Council has three main
responsibilities: plan the class
party, oversee ASH elections, and
help with the selection of a
graduationspeaker.However,lhe
Council has no office, no

and not alway, available for
meetings.
Tucker says the third year
party may still happen,butadded,
"we feel vet}' strongly that third
years should nOl. have to pay an
eJlorbitant admission price 10
altcnd.~ Tickets to the class of
1993's party were S25.00 each
and vet}' few students attended.
"That's just way toomlK:h 10 ask
Sluc\ents to pay," said Tucker.

LEXIS'NEXIS"

Get On The Fast Trac1i!
LEX/STraining For Summer Associates

A third year face boot was the
Council's ingenious solution 10
help defray costs. A company was
willing to put together the 000lc
for S3,OOO, and the Council
pJannedtoselleightpagesofads
at S I ,000 per page. The ads would
pay for the book's production and
the Council would have $5,000
leftover for the party. However,
the face book has failed to
materialize.
"Pan of the problem," says
TlK:ker, "is that the same sources
of advertising, Ihe alumni
association and the bar review
companies, are hit up again and
again. It was naive to think that
there was a limitless source of
advertising revenues."Still,
Tucktt says she feels a son of
"moral obligation~ to follow
through with her promIses, and
will worlc. very hard to make sure
the party happens, if that's what
the third year cJass really wants.
Most alarming for graduating
students is the fact that there is, as
oftoday,oograduationsproker.
While the ultimate authority for
the selection ofa speaker belongs
totheHastings'BoardofDitectors,
theCouncii helps togeneralealisl
whieh is ranked in order of
preference. The Directors usually
defer to the students' selection.
"Wewere way woambitious,"
says Tucker, speaking of the ten
personlislcrealedlaslspring,after
soliciting suggestions from the
third year class. Eight of the ten
people, including Hillary Clinton,
Maya Angeklu, Supreme Court
Justice Anthony Kennedy, Henry
Cisneros, Nobel Laureate
Rigoberto MellChu, and Kalhken
Brown have all clcclined or failed
to respond at all.
"It's been quite eye-opening to
see how unprofessionally
supposedly professional people
can behave," says Tucker of the
candidates who failed to respond
10 Hastings' invitation.
"Don't these people have
secreUlries?~

Choose your Fast Track le~'el,'

Call to register for Fast Track:

• LEXIS Refresher
• Power LEXIS

1-800-222-8714
(beginning February 17)

Choose your Fast Track dates,"

Get the T!

•
•
•
•

As a special gift for attending

March 28-April 2
April 4-9
April 11-16
April 18-23

Fast Track training. you will
receive a free 100% conon
LEXIS/NEXIS t-shin.

• All dates are not available at all schools. Check with your Fast Trark representative.
c' ........... r_

... _ ..

I>f_r_ .. _ ........

LlA ....

'<O. ~

Kane said shehas an invitation
outstanding to an unidentified
number nine on the list, who has
until Match 11 10 respond. Kane
has scheduled a meeting with the
Third Year Council on March 22
to discuss the possibililY of
gencratingasecondlist. Kanesaid
she would not be averse to
accepting suggestions from the
canmunity at large, but said she
"didn't want to do an end run
around the Thiid Year Council.~
Kane said it was importafillO act
quickly and have realistic

..... _ _ .... ... oIO"{_

lI.. .. ,.j'O"I(o'~""D ...... f .. T... , ... _ ' .. ... oI""' r_
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Grade Policy
Assailed at Forum
By Doug Carlen
EXECVY1VEEDrrOR

Grades. 1be mere mention of
the word sends chills up most
Hastings students' spines. On
March 2 the ASH Committee on
Grade and Exam Policy Reform
held a forum for students to express
their opinions on this complex
issue. The goal of the meeting was
to collect student input so that the
committee can put together a
proJX'Sll1 for reforming the grading
system.
The r1fSt issue the commiuee
wa s concerned with was the
purpose of the grading curve.
Joanna Madison, co-chair of the
committee,JXlintedoutthatnobody
in the adminisuation has told the
students why our school has a
grading curve, or why it is mOle
severe than most highly ranked
schools.
Hastingscurrenily uses acurve
with a mean grade of B·. Academic
regu1ationsrecommend thatfacully
members give 50%-65% of their
classgradesabo<ieaB·.Professors
can give more than 65% of their
class grades above a B-, but they
are required to explain why they
have given grades above the
recommended curve.
Other schools have curves with
higher means than Hastings.
Stanford uses a B+ mean. The
University of Virginia uses a B
mean for thcircurve.ln contrast to
these schools, Golden Gate
University, and many other lower
ranked schools, have even harsher
curves than Hastings.
Boait Han assigns studenls to
C8tegoriesbasedontheirclassrank..
Studenls either fall into the high
hollOrs (top 10%), honors (10%33%), or passing category (33%100%). This system eliminates the
importanCe of the grading curve,
but it is opposed by many students
at Boolt because students who
narrowly miss moving up to the
next level are not distinguished
from the lower ranked students in
the same calCgory.
Students pointed out that
Hastings' lowcr grading curve
penalizes students when they are
competing for jobs with students

MR. CLEAN
(A'RUNE CUEAtERS)
PIllFESSQlAlONE-STOPCLEAHEfIS
ORYa.EANING M ·EX?ERTALTEAAT1I::I¥S
FtlIISHEOlAlH)R'(-WASH"N'FOUl

from comparable schools that
have higher grading curves. For
example,astudentwitha2.7GPA
at Hastings is equal to a student
wiiha3.0GPA from a school that
curves to a B, but when an
employer puts the twO students'
reswnes side by side, the student
at the other school has an
advantage becauseof their higher
GPA. Professor Faigman JXlinted
out that this is where the ranking
system at Hastings actually saves
many students because it provides
a uniform system to compare
students at different schools.
Gettingridofclassrankingsis
also a suggestion that the
committee is considering. Other
schools only rank the lOp 5%, or
only rank studenls at the end of
three years. The difficulty with
eliminating rankings is that it
disadvantages students at
Hastings if the lower curve is
maintained. 1be result is that an
employer will only have GPA as
a method of comparing students
from different schools.
Other suggestions included
eliminatinggradesduringthef1fSt
semester (or rlfSt year) of school,
usir.g a 100 JXlint system instead
ofan A toFsystem,orincreasing
the percentage of students above
themean. Forexample, instead of
having 50%-65% of the class
receiving a B- or above, the
regulations would recommend
giving 6(}%-75% of the students
grades al the mean or above.
Faigman emphasized that the
ASH commiuee nea1s to come
up with a concrete, realistic
proJX'Sll1. He pointed out that the
faculty profile at Hastings has
shifted considerably in the past
five years 10 include younger
professors. As a result of this
profile, Faigman feels that these
professors are more receptive to
reforming the grade system
because many allCnded schools
Ihal used curves with higher
The most popular suggestion
at the forum was IOraisethe mean
of me grading curve. This is the
proposal that the ASH committee
is leaning towards submitting to
the
Academic
Standards
Committee. If that committee
awoves the proposal, it would
beputlOavoteoftheentircfaculty.
A IDSSing vote would put the new
policy in the school regulations,
but it is unclearoowsoon it would
be implemented

Adminstration Responds to W-Gate
By Elaine Paplos
COP'YEooOll
MteJ"dozertsofSiudentshave
complained that they unfairly
had W's inscribed on their
U"aoscripts, Associate Academic
Dean Gray and Academic Dcan
Martinez held an informal
meeting on February 23, to
a:ldress theW-Gate scandal over
thissemeslCr'senroliment.
Gray started the meeting off
with comments alluding to last
months Law News article about
W·Gate: "Some of you think
that this is a bureaucracy and we
arc nOl responsive to students.
But, here we are, the Academic
Dean [LeoManinez] and myself

"Despite popular
notions to the
contrary, we don't
sit around thinking of ways to
'screw' students. "
to address a problem that has
come up."
Martinez assured students,
"Despite JXlpular notions to the
contrary, we don't sit around
thinking of ways to 'screw'
students." He outlined two
problems to the enrollment
process with corresponding
solutions. Part of the problem is
a structural problem that
invariably will never leave, "the
overbooking problem." While
airlines or hOlCls routinely overbook to ensure maximum
occupancy, Hastings cannot
overbook to ensure a full
classroom.
"Imagine the
screaming and hollering that
would happen if we did this,"
said Manincz.
The second problem in the
enrollment procedure is the
"Wait List" problem. Wait lists
for popular classes can generally
be filled with up to 50 students.
Studcntsgenerallytaketheirtime
in dropping courses which
createsapainsta!cinglyslow tum
around for desperate students
trying to enter an already filled

,,.,,.

"Dcspiteeditorial comments
about victims of the 'dreaded
W',theWservesapurpose-to
encouragepoopletodropcourses
sooner," remarked Dean
Maninez. ''The article was
accurate in sofaras it indicated
thatthe"W"sanctionisnotworth
much. Iwishitwaswonhmore."
1lle Deans suggested two
changes for next year's

elVollment procedures. First, in
an effon to expidite the wait list
process, notices will be p05lCd
twice a day, at 8:30 a.m. and at
12:30p.m., informing students of
their eligibility to enter filled
classes. Students will then have
four hours to inform the Records
Office if they intend to take the
class. If swdents miss the four
hour deadline, they ostensibly
have no recOUISC to uy tore-enter
the course, except to re-enter the
Wait List at the bottom of the list
Furthcrmore, if students are
unabJetoinform therccordsoffice
personally, they might be able to
designate a fellow classmate to
sign off for them.
The Deans also suggested
eXlCnding the Wail Listoperation
past the add/drop period by two
days. This way, classroom
anendance would be finalized in
order 10 beuer facilitalC wait list
students. 1bese students, in tWTl,
would be able to drop courses at
this time without fear of the
dreadedW.
Many students thought the four
hour
deadline
was
an
unreasonable alternative. First
year student Jim Ponichtera felt
that the four hour period might
"be 100 harshM because many
second and third years work

during the day. Despite student
input, Maninez emphatically
insisted that "it deesn't strike us
as unreasonable to ask students to
check a board two times a day."
1be meeting was inadequately
publicized with only one
ineffectual notice poslCd in the
weekly journal. Most of the
students present were fltSt years
whothough[ that the forum would
be a descriptive, "how 10 enroll"
meeting. First year Anne Schwarz
informed the Deans that she had
ollly been informed of the meeting
minutes before it began. She
thought that the meeting would
have been better attended if ASH
representatives had individually
informedtheirrespcctivescctions.
EventheDeansweresurprised
atthetumout. Whatstanedoutas
a full classroom ended after 25
minutes with only a handful of
students left.
Martinez
commentedthattheforumdidnot
attrnct "the kind orangr)', hostile
questions presented in the Law
News." Gray thought that "next
fall, when wehold thesame forum
and add/drop was a disaster, then
you [the angry students] will show
up."
Procedures for a new
enrollment process have not yet
been finalized.

Faculty Defeated
ColllUrlletljro".Pogel
The swdents jumped out to an
early lead as the faculty were
unable to identify the number of
noors in McAllister Tower (28),
or to determine the number of

remaining, the students looked in
command of the match, but the
faculty stole a question by giving
the volume number of the U.S.
Reponer in which Rot Y. Wade
can be found (410) and then

JXlssible handshakes among the
members of the United States
Supreme Coun (36). However,
they were able to remain in the
contest, largely on the strength of
Professor Prince's ability to cilC
chapter and verse of the
andteamCaptain ProfessorBird's
knowledgeofthebreakfastofPaul
Newman in T~ Vudict (a raw
egg and a glass of beer).
With less then 5 minutes

identifying the I!a'lC with the cite
384 U.S. 436(Miranda), thus
rallying back to tie the match as
time expired.
QuizmasterProfessorLeethen
noted that according to the
established rules of the game, the
next correct answer would be
decisive. The students quickly
answered Ih~ first overtime
questiontocapturethetrulytrivial
title for the student1xxly.

uee,
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CHECKLIST-

. / Two Day Legal Examination Writing Workshop
• MilpitaslSan lose - February 19/20, 1994 (Uve Presentation)
• San Diego - February 26127, 1994 (Uve Presenlalionj
• Orange County - March 5/6, 1994 IUve Presentation)
• Los Angeles - March 12/13, 1994 (Uve Presen/alion)
• Orange County - March 19/20, 1994 IUve Presentation - Allomey At Low, Mara Feiger)
• Riverside - March 26127, 1994 (Video Prrsen/afionj
. / July 1994 Long Term Bar Review
• Begins March 5,1994 ends july 17, 1994
. / Fall Final Reviews
• San Diego - April 1994
• Orange County - AprillMay 1994
. / June 1994 Four-Day Baby Bar Review
• Orange County - May 14-17, 1994 (Live Pres<>nialionj
• Riverside - May 21-24, 1994 (Vidro Prrsenlationj
• San lose - May 21-24, 1994 (Video Prest'nlalionj
• Orange County - May 28-31, 1994 (Video Prrsfnlallon)
• Bakersfield - May 28-31, 1994 (Video Prrsenlalion)
. / July 1994 Short Term Bar Review
• Begins May 25.1994 ends luly 19. 1994

F'F'OL...
13 Years
Of
acellence

. / Performance Workshop - July 1994 Bar Review
• Orange County - Fullerton - luly 2/3. 9/10. 1994
. / Summer Final Reviews
• Orange County - Fullerton - July 9, 10, IS, 1994
. / Professional Responsibility Review
• Orange County - Fullerton - luly 17, 1994

FLEMING'S

PROVIDES:

• Carefully Developed Legal Outlines For All
Bar Subjects (updaled 4 limes per year)
• In-Depth Substantive Law Lectures
• Memory Retention Devices For Effective
Leaming (Approaches And Checklists)
• Extensive Essay Analysis And Writing
Training
• Live Lecture Format (All Courses Available
011

• Personal Attention And Service
• Audio Cassette Personal Critiques For All
Assigned Essay/Performance Exams
• Fully Integrated Bar Review FarOne Price,
Long Term Bar Candidates Can Attend
Short Term Lectures At No Extra Cost
• Consistency In Programming And Training
• Telephone Consultation With Staff Lawyers

Audio Cassette Tape by Mail Order)

PUBLICATIONS AVAILABLE THROUGH FLEMING'slLAW DISTRIBUTORS:

• The Performance E",amination Writing Manual
With Audio Cassette
• First Year Essay E",amination Writing Workbook
ITorts/Contracts/Crimes)
• Second Year Essay Examination Writing Workbook
(Evidence/Real Property/Civil Procedurel

• Third Year Essay E",amination Writing Workbook
(Constitutional Law/Criminal Procedure/
Corporations)
• Fleming's Muitistate E",amination Questions and
Answers

For information r"gardlng th" scmin"rs or reglstr"tion procedures, please write or

FLEMING'S FUNDAMENTALS

c"n

OF LAw

21661 Criptana. Mission Viejo, CA 92692. (7141770-7030· Fa", (714)454,8556
California Toll Free Number t 1800) LAW EXAM

Learn to Write .. . Tlie Riglit WalJ

Live Reviews

&

Personal Attention
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Pedestrian Interviews
Interviews By Steven Feinstein
Photos By Leslie Hyman

Do you want to be a
lawyer?

BlSA Celebrates
Black Culture
By Dolly Reynolds

Todd Machtmes
2nd year
No. Two years of law
school has convinced me
thaI lawyers don't have
much 01 a future.

Janet Orqulola
lsI year

Yes. There need 10 be
more women of color in the
legal profession.

Dave Williams
lSI year
Whatlhe hell. I guess
that is why I am in law
school.

NEWS EDITOR

Black History Month at
Hastings\:ulminatedFebruary24
with BL'iA 's Cultural Night, an
evening "fmusic, poelry, dance,
and stoties that ellplored and
celebraledtherichnessof African
Americanculture. Theevent was
organized by BLSA's leaders
KymGoodrum,Robin Perry,and
DanieUe Ochs-TilIOlSOn.
The evening began shortly
after 5:00p.m. when more than a
hundred students, family
members, and professors
Wingate and Bloch gathered in
the Louis B. Mayer Lounge to
hear excellent live jazz by The
Three Kings Trio and eal spicy
chicken, crudities, and punch.
The official program began
shoniyafter6:00p.m.whenErica
Wilson, a second year woman
wi!h an extraordinary voice, lead
theaudienceintheBlackNatior.a1

EDIToR IN CmEF
Ruth Burdick
1styeat

Hastings faculty and alumni
celebrated Foundct's Day at a
luncheon featuring fonner FBI
and CIA director William
Webster.
The March 4 luncheon was
held in the Alumni Reception
Center for 120activcalumni and

Jim lynch
2nd year

Yes I do. What I thoughl
was going 10 be like it
turned oulto be like. It
is what I had in mind for
making a career out 01.

Jacque Stewart

2nd year
NO. 1want 10 work in
banking in Europe.

legends in Amcrican culture.
Turnct found that rumors about
the same consumer products
circulate one way in white
communities and another way in
African-American communities.
For example, the fruit drink
Snapple is rumored in African
American communities to be
owned by the Ku K1ull Klan; the
shipon the label is supposed to be
aslaveshipand the 'K' ,signifying
the product is Kosher, by the
trademarklabelsupposcdlystands
for the Klan. In white
communities, people have heard
that Snapple's owners suppon
OperalionRescue.Neitheristrue.
Anothereumple is the rumor
circulating about Liz Claiborne
and her line of clothes. Black
communities have heard thai Liz
wenlon the Oprah Winfrey show,
and when Oinh complained that
Claiborne's clothes were always
100 small around her hips,

Ex-Spy Chief Speaks
By Steven Feinstein

Yes. I have worked in the
legal field lor seven years
and : Ihink it will open
doors for me.

Anthem, "Lift Ev'ry Voice and
Sing." After a brief welcome by
BLSA president Kym Goodrum.
two students, Sandra Matthews
and Danielle Ochs-Tillotson read
poelry. and Wilson (feated the
lucky audiencetoan incandescem
versionofBillieHolliday's"Good
Morning, Heanache."
N~l, theBerkeley High School
African Dance Troupe, a student
group accompanied by two
drummers, gave a loog, thrilling
performance of two traditional
African dances.
Story telling is cen(fal to
African and Caribbean cultures,
and Oakland story teller Opal
Adisa demonstrated the an by
perfonning three mythological
stories 10 the special enjoyment of
the smau children in the audience.
The evening concluded with a
talkby PatriciaTumer,aprofessor
of African American Siudies al
U.C. Davis and author of I Heard
It Through tM GrOfXllw,a study
of contemporary folklore and

Council
Continuedfrom Page J

expectations.
Tucker has no problem
accepting open suggestions from
students or faculty members. "If
people can use their connections
to gel a speaker [0 come, !haCs
greal," she said.
Suggestions from the peanut
gallery
include Roberta
Achtenburg. TomHayden,Robin
William s, William Kuntsler,
Barbara BOller, Julianne
Malveaux , and
Bernard
Nussbaum (who is expecled 10
have free time). Many would be
thrilled ifProfessuGrodin would
invitc Rose Bird.

members of the faculty. The lunch
featured chicken breast with
vegetables which were described
by Professor Naomi Roht-Arriaza
as "succulent and delicious."
Los Angeles Superior Coun
Judge Edward Y. Kakita. a 1965
graduate, was given an award as
1994AlumnusoftheYear. Kakita
is best known to students as the
host of an annual reception for
newly admitted students at his
Southern California home.
Kakitaacceptedtheawardina
wheelchair aftera recenlleg injury.
Alumni Association President
David Humiston commented that
a competitor for the award had
c1ubbedKakitaintheleg. However
Kakita claimed the injury was the
result of slipping on the ice in the
parking 101 of his Mammoth
condominium.
Webster, who was a federal
appeals coun judge befaeheading
the FBI, then gave the Founder's
Day Address. Webster did not
discuss the recent arrest of CIA
agent Aldrich Ames for spying for
the Soviet Union and Russia,
allhough he was the Director of
Central Intelligence from 198i
through 199I.theperiodthaIAmes
is accused of engaging in thcmos!
severe spying. According to
N~sweek one reason that Ames

was able to spy throughout
Webster's tenure is lhat the CIA
was run by "overcautious
bureauc::rats."
Webster did speak on the
current crime hysteria sweeping
the United States. He said that
crime has become numheroneon
the national agenda although the
concern is "more than perceptual
bUI not necessarily logically
related to known facts" on crime.
AmericansaJemostconccmed
about random violence, according
10 Webster, like drive-by
shootings. Hefeelsthat "accessto
weapons has contributed to this."
HeisaisoconcemedthalAmerica
is becoming an ethnic "salad
bowl" insteadofa "melting pot",
and that this ethnic division may
lead to future violence.
Webster then spoke on the
fiUll)'ofcrimeproposa1scurrentiy
balled around Congress. He
suppons the "three strikes and
you're out" proposaito imprison
three-time felons fOl" life. Healso
said he suppons federal funding
foradditionallocalpoliceofficers.
Howe ver, he opposes the
"shamelcsslyfeckless"proposals
to increase the number of crimes
that are prosecuted in federal
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Purchasing Director's Son Killed
By Elaine Paplos
COPYEDI'fOII
Hastings mourns the loss of
11 yearoldRobert"Bobby"TI1lIl
wht, was fatally injW"ed by a gun
shot wound 10 the head wncn he
tI'ied 10 defend a friend being
auackcdbyfouryouths. Bobby's
falher, Ale •. S.T. Tran, is
Hastings'
Material
and
Procurement Supervisor.
Police said the shooting does
not appear to be gang related, bUi
was the result of a fighl that began
in the plTking 101. below the old
Sears department store at Geary
and Masonic, three blocks from
Wallenberg High School where
Bobby was a studenl He was
accompanied by some friends al
about 3 p.m. on Tuesday,
February 15. wncn a couple of
thcm got inlOan alterc.ation with
four suspects. Bobby enlCIed the
fray wncn ooe of his friends was
slugged.
The group eventually broke
apart. BUI,five minuteS lato'as

Bobby and his friends were about
to board a bus on Geary, a
burgundyHondacarryingthefour
suspectspulledupandthefighting
reswned. One of the suspects
returnedtothecar,retri~veda.38-

On the Subject of ...
Human Nature

comer. Running for your life is
the name of the game. There is
nowhcreIDhide. Thercisnowhcrc

tolurn."
Bobby, a member of
Wallenberg's baseball team. was
well-like by fellow classmates.
"He was the kind of guy woo was

by Sophia Ng

Another long day has gone by. Silling in Ihe back of
a packed Muni bus, minding my own business or lack
a1waysthtteforyou,~saidafellow
thereof, I looked out of the window SO I wouldn't feel tOO
studentwoorajucstcdanonymlty.
claustrophobic. "Okay, it's time to gel off the bus." A
"He didn't deserve to die."
cheerful teenager said to his (I assumed) younger brother
Principal MattieWalkcrdescribed
and sister, carrying school bags for both siblings and
Bobby as "friendly (and) wellliked by his peers and the staff.
trying tocany them off the bus at the same time. I lurned
WhenevCT 1 talked 10 Bobby, he
to look at the trio and couldn 'I help but smile. The picture
was always police, and 1 could of the three youngsters has stuck in the back of my mind
ask him IOdothingsfor meand he
since.
would doiL"
That's what keeps people going. At least that's what
Wallenberg is an alternative
keeps my blood flowing. The occasional heart-warming
public high school which
randomly selects students by
incident, the knowledge thai there are still decent people
100lcry.llisconsideredoncofthe
Qut there, and the hope that the world is going to be a
safestschoolsintheCity. Walker
better place keeps all of us sane.
said Ihe 6S0·slUdent college
Reasonable people differ. There are people who
preparatory school "is a vcry safe
believe
that human beings are inherently evil and thai
l?1acc. both for students and for
teachers."
crimes and discrimination are good evidence of such
belief. There are those who believe that human beings
CflttiltlltdflttP~tl')
are inherently good and pure. I believe that goodness is
in the very nature of human beings, Given the right
circumSlaIlces, the goodness will come out. Because we
are human beings. and not God, we have weaknesses.
We are vulnerable in the face of corruption, temptation,
once in a life time opportUnities. Sometimes we just give
in to our worldly needs and say, "Take me,
CORRUPTION. I'm yours."
Being members of society, wecannat escape our roles
as participanlS. We are sometimes pressured into doing
things we would not otherwise choose to do. After years
of social conditioning, people often find themselves
Summer Living in Washington, D.C.
hiding behind so many layers of masks and pretenses
Georgetown University Law Center invites interested law students who will he working that they sometimes wonder who they really are. I often
or studying in Washington, D.C., to reside in its neWly-opened Gewirz Student Celller. ask myself, "Am I who I want to be, OT am I wbo other
people want me to be?"
Am I getting further and further away from the
• Summer Residence Dates: June 5 - August 7. 1994.
(Short-term rates are also available)
original topic? But what is the original topic? Oh yes.
• Furnished, air conditioned apartments with private bedrooms and full kitchen. People are good-natured generally. But for worldly
Local telephone service included.
corruption, people are, in my opinion, capable of
• Cable television and data access lines available.
becoming Saints. It's a battle of wills, a question of
• Walking distance to the U.S. Capitol, Supreme Court, Library of Congress, whether or not one wants 10 be good, given the right
federal and District courts, Smithsonian museums and Union Station
circumstance. If people arecreatedequal,and if there are
Mall/Metro.
good people out there. the logical conclusion would be
• FiUless center, including aerobic and weight training rooms .
• 24-hour uniformed security and controlled building access.
Hastings Raw News
• Laundry facilities.
• Lounge with wide screen television.
April Fool's Edition
• Parking available.
Writers Meeting
caliber revolver and shot Bobby
inthehead. Bobbydiedfivehours
later at San Fm.i'lCiscu General
Hospital. Hewastwoweeksmon
o(his 18thbinhday.
Felice found the gun a shon
distance away. The four suspects
apparently were nOI fellow
Wallenberg students and at this
time. have not been found.
Fellow classmates erected a
shrine outside the parking lot to
honor their lost friend. "We'll
Miss U Bobby." the sign read.
"Peace in Heaven, Peace in Our
Heans." In addition, the campus
paid tribute 10 Bobby by
converting a trophy case in the
main hallway Into a shrine filled
with flowers and photographs of
Bobby. A poem placed inside the
case voiced an urban generation's
pessimism: "Deathonevcrystreet

Thursday March 10, 1994 at 3,40 p.m.
law News Office 198 Bldg., Rm. B-2?

Individual rates range from $1 ,390 to $1,890 per person for long term housing (9 weeks)
and $185 to $252 per week for short term housing; utilities are included.

r ------

Please contact the Office of Residence Life at (202) 662-9290 for further information
and a Housmg Application. Spaces will he assigned on a first-come, first-served basis I
so please apply early to reserve your space.
:
Georgetown Umverslty does not dlSCrlmmate on the basIs of race color. gender, age,
religIOn, natIOnal ongm, sexual OrientatIOn or dlsablh£y

I
I

Espresso .

-:j;;a-c;.,;-------,:

C~~;~~S' ;~~~ Sandwiches

Sandwich and Soda
52.65

Bagel;md Coffee
51.00

I
:
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OPINION
The Board of
Directors
Does It Again
The Law News was excited when we learned that a
new law, SB 504, which took effect January I, 1994,
requires the University of California to determine the
salaries of its top officials in open meetings. We were
heartened when General Counsel Angel Khachadour
responded toaLawNews request by deciding to follow
the new law, although she feels it is not technically
applicable, and have the salaries of the new Dean and
Academic Dean detennined in open session at the
March Board of Directors meeting,
However, theLaw News is distressed to learn that the
March Board meeting is being beld on March 18, during
Spring Break., That is right, the only Board meeting so
far this semester will be held during the one week that
students are likely to be out of town, Of course one
could argue that we shouldn't be again appalled by
Hastings, but hope springs eternal that some day the
opinions of students will really matter here,
Khachadour claims the meetings are planned five
years in advance and the coincidence was an error,
However, Spring Break is planned at least two years in
advance, more than enough time to fix. this egregious
"mistake".
Having the Board meeting during Spring Break
undermines the purposeofSB504. The law specifically
requires the board to give students and the public
advance notice of proposed contracts. It also requires
discussions of these contracts to be the last item on the
agenda for the sole purpose of giving students time to
organize and protest overly generous contracts in this
time of skyrocketing tuition.
Some might argue that students would not want to go
to the Board meeting anyway. 1b.is was proven to be
untrue by a Law News editor who posted signs around
school for the last open meeting of the Dean Selection
Conunittee. The committee was shocked when twenty
students arrived at the small board room, wanting to
participate in the govemanceofHastings, Of course the
twenty students were soon swrunarily asked to leave as
the true agenda of the meeting was discussed during the
closed and secret portion,
Having the Board of Directors meeting during Spring
Break is unacceptable and is against the spirit, if perhaps
not the letter. of the law. The faculty and administration
must demand that the meeting be postponed to some
time during the Spring Semester when students are on
campus.

Letters to the Editor
Get it Right!
Editor,
In last month's Law News,
David Marhoffer'scolumn asscn.s
that in his famous Open Letter to
Justice
Thomas,
Judge
Higginbotham"ackoowledgesthat
Supreme Court Justice Roger
Taney" was a "great judge."
However, this is not true. In 140
(4) U. Fa. L. Rev. ix(ApriI1992),
that journal's editor.; advised its
readers that the name of Justice
Taney had been inadvertently
included in Judge Higginbotham's
Letter.
David L Levine
Professor
David Marhoffer Responds:
My guest column in the last
edition of the Hastings Law News
contained an unfortunateenur that
waspointedou1tome by Professor
David I. Levine. In my column, I
relieduponJudgeHigginbotham's
famous Opcn Letter to Justice
Clarence Thomas, which was
published in the University of
Pennsylvania Law Review and
posted on the Community
Comment Board in anticipation of
the Tobriner Memorial Lecture,
In lhe body of the Open Letter,
Judge Higginbotham qooted from
a survey of great Supreme Court
Justices by Blaustein and Mersky.
The survey included Justices
Rogcr Taney, Oliver Wendell
Holmes, Hugo Black, and Felix
Frankfurterin thecategoryof great
Justices.
In his original, unedited letter
submitted for publication, Judge
Higginbotham intentionally
omittedChiefJusticeRogerTaney,
yet the Pennsylvania Law Review
erroneously ineludcrl ChiefJustiee
Roger Taney in the published
version. The Pennsylvania Law
Review included a mea cu.lpa
reuaetion on page ix of 140 (4)
U.Pa.L.Rev. (April 1992). The
reuaetion was not POSted on the
Communify Comment Board nor
on Westlaw. I regret that my guest
column unwittingly compounded
an error originally made by the
Editorial Board of the University
of Pennsylvania Law Review.
The argument made in my
column remains valideven ifOlief
Justice Taney's name is omiued
for the remaining Justices have
enough atrocities committed in
their names. One can only wonder
as to the reasons Judge
Higginbotham excluded Chief

Lw______________..1

Justice Taney (his judicial record
in Dred SCali 1) yet included
Justices Holmes, Black, and
Frankfur1er in spite of their
opinions in Buck v. Bell and

KoremalJu v. Uniud Stillts.
Morcover,JudgeHigginbotham's
ownsuggestionlOineludeJustices
Brennan and Powell among LlJe
great Justices of the Supreme
Coun in light of their opinions in
Sc~rber v. California. Calero·

Toll!do v. Pearson Yacht Leasing
Co., and Bowers v. Hardwick
remains equally perplexing.

Day Care
Good
Editor,
It was disappointing to tead
Robert S. Tanner's recent article
on Wu Vee Children's Services.
He implies that the Hastings
community is being taken for a
ridebyWuYee.lnsupportofthis
thesis Mr. Tanner quotes several
prominent members of the
Hastings administration who
suggest that the services that Wu
Vee provides are not worth the
price. As a former contributor to
the Law News, I know how
tempting it is tosimply rely on the
administration for the facts used
inanarticle. Butwhenyoufollow
that easy route, you end up being
a
mouthpiece
for
the
administration. As Roben "The
Fork Guy" Tanner surely knows,
when you review a restaurant. you
don't just ask the chef what the
food is like.
lfyouask theHastingsstudems
with children, they wil teill you
that child care COSts from 5500 to
51000permonth. Whilethatisa
daunting sum for most parents, it
could easily prove prohibitive to
a parent considering law school.
Hasting students with kids at Wu
Vee will tell you that Wu Vee
allows them to afford quality,
convenient child care on a
student's budget. Hastings
students with infants will tell you
that Wu Vee provides the only
infant care in the Tenderloin.
Infant care is the most expensive
child care to provide. If Hastings
pulls its funding from Wu )'ce,
the infant care facilities will have
10 close. It's that simple.
As an alumnus, I am proud of
the fac1 that Hastings students
have long supported child care in

thisneighborhocd.ltisoneofthe
thingswehavebeendoingtomak.e
the Tenderloin a better place 10
study, work,and live. It would be
a shame to break such a fine
tradition.
Rob Rich
C!ass of '93
Editor,
To APALSA, ASK, and
dozensof individuals who worked
hard in the shot.gun child care
petition drive and 10 those who
signed
the
petition
unequivocally-the Hastings
parents and I extend a herutfelt
thanks. In two days, we received
643 signatures. ASH voted to
reaffirmsupportofHastingschild
care and the S8 student fee. The
Hastings FinanceCommittec was
impressed with the resolve of the
student body, to unselfishly
contribute to help those students
with special child care
circumstances. The issue is still
alive and now goes 10 ~ fmal vote
at the Board ofDi.recIOTS meeting
on March 18th. To those who
hesitated at Signing the petition,
I'd like to answer the
understandable question that
flashed through your minds.
Acrually. the Hastings grant
of 516.400 and the student
donations isn't going to just five
Hastings students. Il is going
toWards providing child care for
any qualifying Hastings student.
who needs child care while
auending Hastings. Although
there is a physical limit 10 the
facilities at Wu Yee, the contract
that the co\legehas with Wu Vee
is to give Hastings students
priorify to its facilities. The fact
that only five Hastings students
are currently enrolled in the
program does oot preclude other
students with children or future
student families from using the
program.
Hastings
deepens
the
educational experience for all, by
providing child care options to its
students. Julius Erolin, a third
year student, points out Wu Yee
made itpossibleforhim to obtain
summer employment out· of· state
with the assurance that he would
still have child care for his son
when school resumed in the fall.
Also, the college's commitment
to diven.ity on campus is further
satisfied by making it easier for
CO"n""h1oflPll-Ir 18
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By Scutl B. Johnson

By Terrance Mitchell

em.10NSEorroJt.

THINKER AT LARol!

Danny turned sixteen. Say no
more. This was iL Youth is King.
He knew where he wanted 10 be.
His old Man and old Lady just
didn't get iL He didn't need to
listen to thcm anymore. He was
so far ahead of Ihe kids he saw
wa1kingtOthejuniorhighschool.
They were so young and
inexperienced. Danny put a
Marlboro 10 his mouth.
Danny went away to coUege.
He grew agoo\ee. He had finally
come of age. Now he understood
the world and what the solutions
were to mankind's problems.
ProIest the staws quo. Fight Ihe
power. Danny reflected on his
yearso! adolescence. He had bun
so naive and inexperienced back
then. No longer, though. Danny
put a Grateful Dead sticker in Ihe
rear window of his aged import.
Give peace a chance.
Danny enroUed in Jaw school.
Few circles were more
sophisticated. On his way to
campus. he often passed by Ihe
local State University. Danny
mused a1 the naivete of the
undergraduates. They believed
themselves so worldly and
aperienced.Heconciuded.helOO
had been equally as young and

Danny went
away to eo/lege. He grew
a goatee.
the school's problems would be
resolved ThesrudcnlSinthegroup
wrote letters to the school buUetin
board and the swdcntnewspaper.
They were angry. Some of the
faculty members were simply
unacceptable.
The
administration's policies and
procedures were flawed. GoUa
Demand Diversity. And other
things.
DannybecameaJawyer. From
time 10 time i"Ie reflected bock on
his student days. Danny laughed
at himself. For so many years he
had bun so full of shiL

Seeingasjustabouteveryone
else has thrown a rant or two into
theongoing Dope Debate.1 might
as well havemysay. I mean, hell.
as anyone who'sbeen trapped in
alecwrehallwilhmewillconftrm,
!canpontifieatcwith Ihebestof
them. Moreover, I have Ihe
relatively unique perspective of
having mated, dated,sated and
hated some serious dopefiends.
Having the electricity go out
because your little crackhead
studmuffin smoked uplhe PG&E
money tends to heighten your
sensibilitics to the severity of the
problem. Consequently. I feel as
qualified
as any
other
sanctimonious blowhard to
address this panicular issue.
That said, I'll come down on
theside of those who suggest that
wejust go ahead and legalize the
goddamned drugs; but only on
the condition that we use the
zoning Jaws to limit the places
where the aforementioned
goddamned drugs can be sold.
Furthermore,l suggest that we
move all the dope dealersincluding those dope dealer.! who
deal in alcohol and tobacco-as
well as the prostitutes, porn
merchants,
and
other
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miscelJancouspleasure peddJcrs
to closed. walled-off areas,
where they may peacefully ply
theirlr.lde wilhout (a) offending
the sensibilities of Ihe politically
powerful or (b) exposing Our
ChiJdrcn to Iheirwares. We can
designate thcse arcas Sanctioned
IIIicitNarcotic Districts,or, if you
will,SINDistricts.
In shon, I suggest that we
simplycodifyandinstilutionalize
thc statuS quo.
I mean, who's kidding who
here?Cunently,thereareareasof
the city where illegal drugs-ro
say nothing of illegal vaginasare being marketed openly and
aggrcssivelywilhlittleornopoJice
interference; even though ti"le
authorities are fully aware that
this activity is taking place and
have Ihe manpower and resources
to bring it to a halt.
(Oh yes they do, too! For
instance, Ihere are more than
enough police to SlOp Ihe dope
dealing in and around the Civic
Center. I figure if they can keep
brazen powder cocaine dealers
off Union street, Ihey can keep
brazen rock cocaine dealers off
Hyde street. But since the
Tenderloinisn'lfrequented andI
or inhabited by large numbers of
RelativelyAffiuentVotersWho'li
CauseABigStinkAndVoteYour

Stupid Ass Out Of Office, acenain
level of open air dope dealing is
acceptable to the local pols.
Especially if it's not an election
year. Moreover, the Civic Center
dope dealing can be easily
monilOredandlhepolicecan,and
do, sweep in when things get tOO
out of hand. This is exactly Ihe
type of set up that I'm
recommending for the SIN
Districts.)
Pleascbeassuredlhatlamnot
unmindful of the much toUied
"devastation" that illicit drugs
have allegedly wreaked on Ihe
black community. Beyond the
standard counter-rant thai this
devastation has bccn wreaked not
somuchbythepresenceofdrugs
as by theabsenceofjobs, I would
also argue Ihat it is nOi the drugs
perselhathavecontributedtolhc
devastation bul their illegality.
It seems preUy obvious that
drug laws and the uneven
enforcement of same have helped
to create a Prohibition-like,
gangland aunosphere in some
bJackcommunities.Armedgangs
fight for rurfto control an illegal,
but much desired, substancewhich is now crock instead of
booze. An obscene yet wholly
ineffective amount of police
Corttirtutd Ofl Port 16
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OnFebruaryl5,theAcademic
Standards and Poliey Committee
met and discussed the median
grade for Hastings. During Ihe
discussion, it was noted Ihat the
primary modification students
want is for the faculty to raise the
mediangrade,andthatolherareas
of change 10 thc grading process
are not considered important
enough to pursue, at least I"IOt for

""w.
Iamwritingbecauselbelieve
thaI what is needed is a more indepth look at Ihegrading process
at Hastings. Although a majority
of students may limit their view
of grade reform to simply
modifying the median grade, I
would like to mention a few other
possibilities.
First. a discussion of why I
think we have a ''broke system.
The initial problem is that the
M
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By Doug Carlen

Whack Away Your
Frustrstrations
Spring has almost arrived,and every good anorney knows that it
is time to start waiting out the kinks in your golf swing. It doesn't
matter what kind of job you have, nothing impresses the boss more
than a 300 yard drive or a single digit handicap. If you oeed added
incentive to bit the links. thele is the Hasting! Golf Tournament
coming up in April
San Francisco has an ample supply of great golf cowses. Any
golfer would be happy to play Olympic Chili, San Francisco Golf
Club, Presidio Golf Club, or Lake Mert:edCoWltryClubonany given
day. Unfonunately, if you or me pulled up to their gatcs,theywould
directustothe local mWlicipal gOlfCOur5e. You!ee,mostofthe great
golf courses in San Francisco are private. Jfyou ever get a chance to
playa! any of these oourSl';3, don'lplllis it up! Itis worth missing c111li.'1
to walk on any of these hallowea fairways.
lfyou cannot find a friend who is a member at a pr1vategolf club,
you are left to struggle for a limited supply of tee times at San
Francisco'sfewpublic golfcourses. Tohcipyoufind theright course
.
algolfcourses,aswe11
drive away;
oftheCity'spubJic go
courus. It sitsacrossLakeMerced from theOlympic Club and haS !he
same type ofroUing. tree·lined fairways to test your driving ability,
The last six hole3 are especiaJly challenging, in addition to having
some great views the lake.
Unfortunately, everyone in San Franci.."Wknows that Harding is
the be;st.sotce Iimesare hard to rome by. Call a week in advance and
keep your fm~ crossed..
If you want a course thai is as unique as San Francisco, try Lincoln
Park Golr Course in the Golden Gate National Reser.oe. This quirky
par 68 golf courso winds through monuments and museums and up
and down some steep hills. The real treats at this golf course are Ihe
sixleetlth and sevtnlecnth holes. 'These two monstrous patthroes both
have theGolden Gate Bridge in the background and crashing surf on
the ctiffs below.
If you like sea<>ide golf. Sharp Park Golf Course may be the
municipal golf course for you. It is located right off Highway I in
Pacifica(20 minutes south of Hastings). The location isanice change
from the Tenderloin, butihe fog and strong wind make this a cokl,
damp experience, so come prepared for the weather.
Forrecreationalplaycrslookingforanaftemoondistractioninstead
of a full eighteen hole golf course, then Golden Gate Park Golf
Course may be the ticket. II is located on the westernmost tip ofthc
Park. Leave your driver at home though, this is justa nme hole par 3
golfcourse.
In my opinion, it is worth the short driveoutof thecity to play other
golf courses. San Francisco golf courses are great layouts, but they are
generally in poor condition because of the heavy play they receive.
One way to go is Noeth on Highway 101. There are several go\
courses within a one hour drive. My personal ravmte is Windsor
GoUClub juslnortb of Santa Rosa. TheNike Professional Golf Tour
playsan event here every year, so thecourse ischallenging enough for
players of aU levels. The green rees are about the same as any gol
COWlie in the City, and the wann weather and well maintained
fairways make this course well worth the trip.
A great golf course in the East Bay is Boundary Oak Golf Course
in WalnotCreek. This is an impeccablymaintainedpublicgolfcourse
with plenty of water and treeL Surprisingly, the green fees are lower
than man golf courses in San Francisco.
The site for this year's Hastings Golfest is Tilden hrk Col
Course in the Berkeley fOOthills. This is another shongolf course that

Another issue. another
torturous road to lunch. I first
asked Visiting Professor Louis
Wolcher. I am in his Remedies
class and his lefty critrantingsare
endlessly entertaining.] have also
heard that he is not the biggest fan
of Hastings and I wanted IOget the
inside dope from aprofcssor. But
he was unwilling 10 be fonhright
inprinttobercadbyhiscollcagucs.
r also thought about Professor
Eileen Scallen, who wrote a
column in this mooth 's issue about
why theLawNews isbadandhow
weshouldaU benicetoeachother.
Of course] realizedafterspending
threetiolmlisteninglOhercritieize
theLaw News and many Hastings
students that her ~niceness rule"
only applies to students reponing
on or criticizing the faculty.
Unfortunately she does not apply
her rule to herself and her
colleagues on the faculty. I am
waiting for the scaUcns of this
school to be willing to speak
critically about the real issues
facing Hastings students, instead

of saving all their criticism forthe
LawN~s.

I ended up having lunch with
outgoing ASH President June
Morse. As always, time spent
withthelovelyandtalentedMo~

was time well spent.
WewcnttoAppam,thelndian
restaurant on Folsom near 8th
Street. Thefoodwasgood,though
weweretheonlylunchpatrons.ll
is usually more erowded for
dinner. We had nifty vegctarian
samosas, really good hcrbed naan,
spicychickenvindaloo,andamild
salmon masala curry.
Morse said that after three
years of Hastings she is "glad to
be leaving." What she is leaving
to is unclear at the moment as she
and I are bolh still "leaving our
job options open."
She has enjoyed being ASH
President, though she is
sometimes exasperated by the
ASH representatives with whom
she must work. Since. "you must
have a huge ego to think you can
make a difference at Hastings"
ASH representatives have a
tendency to be overly sure of the
righteousnC!:s of their views.

Some have criticized her for not
being political enough, but she
takes the criticism in stride
knowing that it is pan of the job.
This isalesson I could takea little
more to heart.
I asked Morse what she
thought of the Law News. In the
past she has said that she is glad
thal we are tough on Hastings
bigwigs so she can be more
accommodating and uy 10 get
things done without selling out
students. Shefeelslamaliuletoo
paranoidabouttheevil they dOLO
we students. "It (paranoia) is an
unhappy way to live," she said.
But of course even paranoids have
enemies.
Morse told me about her
childhood, some of which was
spent in Singapore before she
moved 10 Utah. Utah was a god
place 10 grow up, but as a "non·
Mormon,~ she was also happy to
leave.
As we left Appam a street
person commented that Morse is
beautiful and that I am "a big
hunkofaman. w Tobehonestlam
happy to take a eompliment
wherever I can get one thesedays.
Even from a man 00 the stree-L.

Restaurant Review

Tasty and it Rhymes, Too!
By Robert S. Tanner
THE

FORK

Guy

Letmejustgetthisstraight is
Gough Street pronounced Goo.
GOlhorGo'! Well,regardless,the
Law News food review crew met
up at 330 Gough Street to test oul
Carre delle Stelle. A very nice
Italian restallf1l.nt with various
creative entrees, Caffedella Stelle
wasareallygreatlittlerestaurnnt.
I enjoyed the food, and I thought
the place had a nice little cozy.
chaotic atmosphere thing going
for it.
While waiting for our table,
we split a bottle of Twelve Oaks
wine. I looked at the label, a
piCture of some wooded hills,and
sure enough there were twelve
oaks on it. Hey, who says you
can't believeeverything you read'!
Once inside we stancd off with
the bread. Usually whcn I see a
big plate of bread I'm thinking,
the more bread, the smaller the
entree. But, this was almost a

COIfitrUNOIJIN't' J
treat with big soft pieces of bread
' -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. . drenched in garlicaoili.

World Famous
Fork-O-Meter

There are lots of appetizers on
the menu. so of course I had the
Caesar Salad. As fat as Caesars
go, this one was good, but the
croutonswereollthesquishyside.
Joel had thelllSll/arll delle Stelle.
a green salad with walnuts and
gorgonzola. Both salads were
five dollars. Sleven broke the
mold by wung the CarpllCcill.
which be thought was very good.
If you, like me, are nOlentirely up
on your Italian, we are talking
about some Ihinly-sliced raw beef
garnished with onionsandspices.
On to the main course. The
entrees ran about eight to eleven
dollars. Scou and Joel both had
the lamb which was stuffed with
feta, mint and black olives. I
asked Joel aboul the lamb. "It
was such a fine piece of lamb perfectly cooked and presenled.
that I found myself saying asmall
prayertothedeardepanedlamb's
sou!." I asked Scott about the
lamb. "Lamb was exquisite." So
I guess the lamb was pretty good.
I had the GuazzellO, fresh angel
Conti,umJOIJr.."I'
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Creamy, Low-Fat Treats
By Joel Agron
F'EAT\JRESEolTOR
For some unknown reason,
morethan2(X)wordsweremissing
from the printed version of my
last food column. I'm afraid you
missed out on my final opinion of
the roasted chicken at KFC. Here
is aquicksummary: it's very salty,
and you can usc the packaging as
a Malibu Barbie Space Shuttle.
You also missed two very easy
chicken recipes, copies of which
win be given free of charge to
anyonedroppingaootein my SIC
folder. Apologies for the screwup. As an added bonus, I offer the
following tidbitof chicken· related
information. Safeway now seUs a
pretty dam good roasted chicken
in its deli, and it's on sale this
week for $3.50 for a whole bird.
This week I IaCkle the issue of
fat·reduced ice cream. Why fat·
reduced,youask1BecauseaImost
any sclunock can make a rich and
S8lisfyingfrozendessertbyadding
heavy a-eam and big chunks of
chocolate. Whatrea1lylakesta1ent
is the creation ofadesscn which
can satiate without clogging
arteries.
This was fU"St tried in themidSO's with an odd product called
"Simple Pleasures, featuring
Simplesse."Thissoundssttangely
like something you wouJd read on

the marquee of a pornographic

movie house, but rather refers to
whatwasthentoutedastheanswer
toall our low-fat needs. Simples~
was called a "fake fat-"
something with Ihe texture and
taste of butterfat, but fewer
calcries. It was made, they say,
out of a protein derived from egg
whites. Simple Pleasures was to
be Ihe first product on the market
to incorporate this miracle of
modem science.
When I first tried it, 1 was
appalled at bolh the flavor and the
texU1re. The taste was flat and
milky. The texture was even
worse, sort of icy and crunchy,
likeastickysnow-cone. Needless
tosay,you will behard·pressed to
lind Simple Pleasures iurlting in
the grocery stores these days.
Another solution to the fat
problem never left the laboratory,
and fcrgoodreason. Theideawas
tochemically crealeanoil which
couldn't be broken down by the
body. It wouldn't enter the
bloodstream, and would then just
pass harmlessly through the body.
The problem was that the oil did
that"hannlesspassing"atthemost
inoppc:rtune times, making the
test-SUbjects wish thai they had
beenissueddiapen. Thissituation,
known to the researchers as the
"BSP"(forBrownStainProblem)
will probably keep that type of

fake-fat product from the shelf.
Dreyer's was next, with their
"Dreyer'sGrand Light" and their
commercials
featuring
Unbelievable Spokespeople. (I
hope that they reinstate that ad
campaign; we still haven't heard
Jeff Gilooly's whole Slory.) The
product is an excellent one. It
does have all of the flavor and
richness offull-flcdged ice cream
for about half the faL The actual
fat contcnt seems to depend on
the flavor you choose. Most are
about eight 10 eleven grams per
scrving.Thisisn'texactlyfat·free.
Thegovernmentdiewy standards
would probably allow you to eat
about 60 grams per day; I like to
keep my fat intake to about 20.
Dreyer's also makes a line of
fat·free yogwt, Ihe best of which
is the chocolate. Theconsistency
is a bit thin, but it's sweel and it's
frozen, and has a strong cocoa
flavor. 1 have been known 10
satisfy an ice cream urge with this
stuff, but since I know it's fatfree,Iendupealinghalfthecanoo.
Baskin·Robbins and Double
Rainbow both have reduced·fat
flavors, but lilce the Dreyer's
Grand Light, their fat content is
not exactly negligible. They give
the fat content in "grams per
ouoce" which requires that you
multiply it by four, six, or eight,
C,,,,tin,,ea,", Page 18

Ditch Day on the Town
By Eric Tao
STAFfWIt1mt
Cutting school, wrought with
exciled fear and knowing joy.
Working the system, having a
blast while the poor sobs were
stock in Mrs. Fujimoto's social
studiesclass,countingthenumber
of nose follides that were visible
from the back row. Even sitting at
home watching endless reruns of
I Dftamo!Jtann~, and Gilligan's
Islalld, eating ,frozen pizza,
drinking the sodathat mom hid in
the cabinet with last year's
Halloween candy was enhanced
by the fact that school was going
on. Now most of my classmates
are werking and successful; I'm
stillinscOOoI. ..stillcuttingschool.
That'S right boys and girls,
ladies and gentlemen, Moosesand
Star·nosedMoles,today'slesson:
eagles hunt in packs and the Starnosed Mole eats half its weight in
wonns every day. You gotta store
up on bucketfuls of useless lrivia
if you plan to spend a day doing
nOlhing productive. This is a
HastingsLaw Swdenl'sguidefor

acutday.
Glide down those 198
McAllistetstairs,lOOlateforthe
10:40 anyway, throw your hair
back, take adeep breath and walk
on down toward Market. Walk
pasl the colorful movie houses,
thedisoountelectronicstoreswith
no price tags, the various House
of Levi' sand sit down fora game
ofchessatthecablecartumaround
on Powell and Market. Don't
worry, it won't take 100 long,
because although these chess
hustlefS spealc.asmuch English as
the waiteflloveratthe Vietnam II
Restautant,they'Uclean yourbutt
with their bishops and exclaim a
recognizable 'Tenk yooH while
taking your dollar. Cruise up
Powell and hang a left on Post,
walking a couple of blocks until
Postrio's doorway is before you.
Walk in thebar,take the window
seat withthelongcurvingcushion
with the impunity of a Mako
swimming lhe coral and order
from the anorexic overly done
waitreSS a martini. Ask. if they
have
Wybarova
Vodka
(pronounced Vee·bah-rdova),

hopefully they'll say no. Pretend
to be mildly disappointed and
disgusted and ask. jusi for well
vodka... it's much cheaper mis
way.ColherinelheGre(JlWQSwry
lond 01 aJ1irnals; inlacl sht had
Ihjs horSt thaI... Remember
running trivia is a necessity.
Afteradrinkand some heated
discussion about the man hidden
inthelegofthecamelona packof
Camel cigarettes: head on down
Post Street until it hilS Markel
again. Walkdown Markct,poking
into the Sharper Image (AKA.
the Yuppie Adult Toys R Us) for
a quick game of miniature pool
and a massage on the vibrnting
airplanechair,andcontinuedown
toward Front SueeL On the way
there, takeagood hard look at the
many auomeys ill suits flying by
with pennanent frowns, lilce a
entire tribe of OCI'ers; it will
both exhilarate and depress.
Robbins wrote: " ... the oyster,
could it fancy, should fancy its
excremcntalequipmcntahotitem,
for what other among Creation's
crappingcreaturescanconvert ilS
Conli""~do,,PDpJ9
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Reel World

The Asian American International Film Festival
By Eric Tao
A depanure ... spuuering, gurgling, nicotine·alcohol toxic
spcw ... numb .. ,is not the only way to wake each Sunday moming.
There are other avenues of escape and adventure in the thick fecund,
lusty San Francisco night besides bars and clubs.
San Frn.lX:isco is home tOthe largest Asian American International
FUm Festival in the world. For twelve years, the National Asian
American Telecommunications Association (NAATA) has been
bringing the worksoftalentcd fLIm makers of Asian heritage 10 San
Franciscoscreens.Recently, works such asFar~eIlMyCollcubjflt,
Raising rht Rtd lAlllerf!, The Wtdding BOIIQutt, and The Joy Luck
Club, have dispelled the old Run Run Shaw StereOtype of ZatohichiJ
Bruce Lee ~my crane style is better then your snake style... Hiii.
Yaaa!!!" movies made by Asians. However,NAATA brings more
than just epie tragedies of old culture in modem times and the
struggleoflhc Eastadapting to the West. Corey Tong, tJ!e associate
director of the mm festival, described this year-'s fibns as a response
10 the chaUenge of the way "Asiann is typically defmed.Over 100
fIlmsand videos malc.e up the festival which williasl eightdays, from
March 3 • to.
The festival
will screen
works
by
artisls of the
Asian Pacific
Dia!.]lOrnfrom
Indonesia,
Thailand,
Japan.
Vietnam, the
Philippines,
India, South
Korea, Hong
K 0 n g ,
Australia,
Canada, China,
Eng I and ,
Pakistan,
Thailand, and
Indonesia.
Due 10 my
unshakable
commitmentto
Hastings and
my
legal
studies, I was
unabletomake
anyofthepress
screenings.
Fortunately,
NAATA has
been able to
few of the
provide me a
festival's I'IOtlO miss selections. (Writer's note: the timing of this
issue is unfortunale, most of the listed fllC\'ies wiU have been
9Creened by the time this article is published: however, I tidnk i[
might interest thereader to have a glimpse of the eclectic SlUff being
produced by Asian film makers.)
Bhaii 00 IbeBeoch (England 1993); Director. GurinderOlllda.
The west coast premiere ofClwda 's debut fea1ure opens the festival.
Through a seaside jaunt full of guilty pleasures, unsettling
confrontations, and humorous epiphanies, the audience meets three
generations of vibrant South Asian women as Chada explores
questions of domestic violence and interrndal relationships.
Thursday, March 3, 7;00 PM at the Kabuki 8 Theaters.
The Hair Ooera (MohalSy Kagckil (Japan 1992): Director Yuri
Obitani. The U.S. premiereofQbitani'sNippon erotica Icllsthetale
of a young ftlm maker (Obitani) who endeavcrs to win a place in a
woman anist's, Yosefu Kosuzu, ne.1tIcxhibition. Kosulu's medium
is pubic hair; more specificaUy pubic hair specimens of each man
she-has slept witb. Each of her pieces are labeled with thename and
dateoftheen\.:ounter. Friday, March4, 7:00 PM, Kabuki 8 Theatres.
~(China 1993); Director: Tian Zhangzbuang. This
movie,lhewinncrofthe 1993 Tokyo Intcmational Fibn Festival and
the 1993 Hawaii International Film Festival, traCks the struggles of
one family through the upheavals of China's Great Leap Forward
(Cultural Revolution). Banned by the People's Republic of China
from distribution, a Dutch film company was able- 10 acquire the
rights 10 this controversial film and complete ilS post·production.
This fIlm plays on Saturday, Man:h 5, 5:15 PM at the Kabuki 8
Theatres.
Bui Poi' I iCe! ike Ollsl (U.S. 1994); Director. Ahrin Mishan &
Nicholas Rothenberg. A documentary about Ric~ Phan, currently
serving an II·year sentence in a California Slate Prison. This film
explores the turbUlent life of young Vietnamese gang members in
the U.S. Sunday, March 6, 7: 15 PM and Wednesday, March 9, .5: 15
PM at Kabuki 8 Theatres (listed uncle-r New Directors),

=======_
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Guest Editorial

History or Fantasy
By David Marhoffer
T>mmY,..,
Many poopIenowadays persist
in deluding themselves and
mislcadingotherswhentheyclaim
that life in America before the
arrival of the "evil white man"
was full of happiness and idyllic
peace. Nothing could be funher
from the truth, for hwnan nature
is the same everywhere - both
for the good and for the bad. No
people have a comer on truth and
righteousness. Similarly, the
United States does nOi possess a
monopoly on war, genocide,
slavery, uploitation, racism,
discrimination and injustice, as
contemporary
historical
revisionists falsely allege and
imply.
For example, the history of
Mexico shows us that the
indigenous people were well·
versed in war, genocide, slavery,
and exploitation even before the
arrival of Heman Cortes. The
AzteCSconqueredtheToitecs. The
people of Teotihuacan had their
city sacked by marauding tribes.
Rival Mayan city·states were
perpetually at war. Violent
internecine strife, bloody
conquests, the capture and

Gorgias, J'accuse

ritualistic sacrifice of enemies,
among ..,ther causes, contributed
10 thecollapseoftheclassic Maya
civili7J1tion. Many yeaJ1l prior 10
"Ia noche trisIC," the night oU une
30. 1520, in which Cates auacked
Tenochtitlan, the capital of the
Aztccempire, the Aztecs toret.he
hearts of enemies and peasants
alike to sacrirlCe them to the sun
god Huitzilpochtli.
People, who were nOI born 10
ariSlocrnticfamilies, wereas much
slavesandpowerlesspeonsinpre·
Columbian Mexico as in post·
Columbian Mexico. Life in the
pueblo was not the benevolent
agrarian socialism of mutual
sharing, as some people
romantically fantasize, but tribal
feudalism for the benefit and
comfort of the local aristocrat or
dictator. Even Marxist and
Leninist scholarscannOl honestly
blame laissez·faire capitalism,
which hasonly been around since
the Industrial Revolution of the
late 18th eentwy, for Mexico's
ages· old agrarian feudalist
system.
It is most instructive 10 note
that the conquered Aztecs

Professor Scallen Says Law News Must Change
By Eileen Scallen

"''''''''''

I re£d the notice in the
"Hastings Weelr:.ly" soliciting
student participation on the
H(Jslirr.gs ww News, and didn't
know whether to laugh or cry.
Thenoticesaid:"thellrulirr.gsLaw
News is still making Hastings
bettcc ... whether they like it or
nOl ~ Then I read the ad in Law
News itself: ~AII the news they'd
rather we didn't print.~ Exactly
whoare"they?~1 wanted tolaugh,
because the notices seemed like
such caricatures, but I felt more
like crying at what this usage
reveals about how members of
the Hastingscommunitythinkand
tallr:. about each other.
As I've read the ww News
this year, there has been a nag·
ging familiarity to the
language:''Faculty Raises Kane,"
"Faculty:Only Kane is Able" and
"Protestsin Vain--KaneReigns."
I finally recaHed the link when I
readtheLawNewsinterviewwith
Dean Kane, and discovered that

thing we at the WW News
really like about Kane is that there
are so many ways to playoff and
rhyme with hername.Wearestili
trying to think of how to work
'coKane' into a headline:'
From about 480 10 315 B.C.,
there lived a fellow named
Gorgias. He belonged 10 class of
teachers known as the sophists.
Today, sophistry has a bad name,
generally synonymous with
fallacious or downright dishonest
argumentation. Yetothersophists
werecreatJve, thoughlf"ultcachers
and philosophers. Oneexample is
lsoc:rates, who was probably the
earliest advocate of the liberal
arts education as the basis of legal
education. The "good" sophists
have been relatively ignored,
except by devoted students of

"000

ciassical rfletoric. Why?
A 101. of the blame for the
blackened reputation of the
sophists goes toGorgias. Gorgias
was omessed with the structure
and sound of language. As
Professor George Kennedy noted,
"On Gorgias' lips oratory became
a tintinnabulation of rhyming
words
and
echoing
rhythms."Classical RMIOriC and
I/s Chris/ian alld Secl.llar
TroditiOllfromAIIC~II//oMcxhrll
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Times (1980) at p. 29.Becauseof
his stylistic excesses, Gorgias
made a large and easy target for
the philosopher Plato. Thus, when
we think of sophistry today, we
generally think of it in terms of
the vile pictllre that Platopainled
of Gorgias: a manipulative.
scheming, cheesy con·artist.
Butifoneinvestigates further,
it turns out that the real Gorgias
was not quite as sUpefllCial as
Plato portrayed. In fact, Gorgias
might have had a bit of the
philosopher in him. For if one
takes, as Gorgias apparently did,
the radical sk.epticaJ view that
nothing exists, or if something
exists, we cannot Imow it, and if
we could know it, we could not
communicate about it-why
bother with reason? In such a
realm, the only goal is to
manipulate one's listeners by
playing on their raw emotions.
A very good way 10 do this is
to ovenimplify and play on the
audience'sinsecurity. Useab-\sic
duality: us vs. them; good vs.

evil;students vs. faculty; students
vs. administration. Create a "they"
and stress that "they~ are QUt to
get "you." This issuch an old ploy
that I am constantly amazed at its
effectiveness.
There is no ''they.'' There is
only "us." I am not a radical
skeptic. I look around and Sot
individual students talking with
eachotherand with my individual
faculty colleagues (and even
individual administralOrs - with
faces!) about difficult and
complex issues. Even when these
individuals don't succeed in
moving their listeners to the
desired action, I see genuine value
in the effort talr:.en to
com m u nicate. W i tho ut
responsible communicatJon there
is no community.
The ww News skewered
Professor Calvin Massey for his
"miscommunication" with Judge
Higginbotham, but fails 10 apply
the same standards to itself.
CommunicatJon is nota one·way,
or even a two-way street: it is a
multifaceted complex process.
Meaningful communication
requires individuals to take
responsibility for talking about
and listening 10 each other with

<=.

Some of my colleagues, who
read a draft of this column, said
that it was 100 long and complex
-that the people that I wanted to
reach wouldn't listen. That's my
point.
Responsible
communication is a difficult
processand it isn'tmadeeasierby
distortion and oyccsimplification
coated with cute rhymes. Maybe
the writers and editors of the ww
News won't listen 10 me, but I'm
not going 10 SlOp trying 10 get my
point across to them-and to the
larger Hastingscommunity.
The Law News has high
visibility: it pctfonns a valuable
service in raising student and staff
concerns. Let us hope that the
modem day Gorgias in charge of
theLDwNewsquilS this obsession
with puns, rhymes, over·
simplification and appeals 10 the
boogeyman. Let us hope the Law
News writers and editors take a
share of responsibility for how
wesceand talk aboutoucsclvesat
Hastings. Thatwill make Hastings
belter,and wewillalilikeit,alo;..
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Massey Defended After Higginbotham Incident
been involved. "I was very
U'OUbk:dbythearticle,"saidGmy,
MI wondered how I would feelifl
had been the subject of the
incidenL If it had been me, the
rnoslimportantthingtomewould
be 10 know that my colleagues
supported me."
Gray thus WfO\e Ihe lener as a
"personal statementorfriendship
and
signed personally and
individually by Calvin's
colkagues."Gray then cin::ulated
thelettetamongprofessorsovcra
period of tWO days, though he
says he was not able 10 reach
every faculty member. He added
that ihr=professors had declined
to sign it.
Professor Eileen Scallen
signed the lettet in red as "an

suwon.

individual~tagainstcareless

allegations slung at a man who
did not deserve such character
assassination." Scallen feels very
strongly that individuals have 10
lake responsibility for what they
sayaboutothers.. "'wantedpeople
10 know that what they said was
wrong," she said, "not that the
peq..Je who said it were bad, but

PHoroByl.6ruJHYIAA.~

Prof~C"hrinMIUS~

that what they said was hunful."
Scallen added that lalk about
racism is essentiaJ, but said I'Icr
objection to this discussion was
"the unwamlllted hann it did to
one individual. .. I've known
Calvin for five years and he isone
of the mo:t sensitive and selfrenective men I know."
Academ)eDeanLeoMartinez
said one of the most disturbing
aspects of the incident was that
none of the unnamed Students in
thearticlehadspokentohUnabout
their concerns. "Hyourea1lyfcel

there is racism going on, "
Martinez said, "you have an
obligation tospeaJc up,regardless
of the consequences. We are not
teaching you to be poued plants."
Martinez added that it was
"ludicrous"tothinkthatheorthe
administration could cook upany
SOrt of reprisal against students.
Forty-five students in
Massey's constitutional law class
also signed and posted a leller
stating that while they regretted
the fact that Judge Higginbotham
had been offended during his visit.
Massey has ncver indicated in
any way that he was a racist. On
!he contrary, "he has ellhibited to
us sensitivity and respect for all
people."
The letter was written by
second year Mau Swam, who
said many members of the class
felt the article was not a fair
pOrtrayal of either Massey or
Higginbotham. Swam felt "the
characterizations made by the
article were unfair and should be
addressed by students who knew
Massey and had been in class
with him all year."
"He's a good man with an

The Bad Old Days in Mexico
resigned themselves to their fate.
The Aztecs were forcibly
converted IOtheChristian faith in
much the same way as they had
compelled other weaker peoples
toacccpt theAztec religion. They
viewedtheirdefealbyCcmswith
cynical determinism and
concludedthaLtheSpaniards' god
must have been more powerful
thantheirown. They acceptcd the
culture and religion of their
cooquerors, replacing the earth
goddessTonantzin with the Virgin
of Guadalupe and substituted
Jesus for Tlaloc the rain god. In
short, thearrival of the white man
merelymeantthalthepre-existing
slaves and their peon descendants
traded their old pre·Aztec and
Aztec masters for new Spaniard
masters, home·grown dictators
lite PorrlrioDiaz, and the corrupt
socialism of Mexico's current
ruling pany.
Was the Mexican experience
of oppression unique in the bistory
oftheworld?Unfortunately,every
people on the face of the planet
hasundetgoneasimiiarhislOtyof
cooqueringand being conquered.
Nocountry can honestly claim an
unclouded titlelOanypieceofthe
earth, free and clear from the
claims of its predecessors who

wereeitherconqueredoutrightor
assimiiated.Woneyea.therustory
of the world offers countless
examples of cultures brulalizing
their own people at least as much
asany foreignconqucror. Neither
practice is in the least bit morally
justifiable. However, historical
revisionists, who single out one
culture as a scapegoat while
overlooking
identical
abominations by others, allow
their deeply-held biases to
overcome any semblance of
commiunent to the uuth. The
crucial question here is why
should Americans be more
blamewCYthythanallotherpeople
for the same atrocities? Why
indeed?
One of the more perverse
preoccupations of the better pan
ofthisccnnuyhasbeenlOconvene
akangaroocourttositinjudgment
of historical figures and concepts,
using contemporary standards of
morality.ltisnotasiftheoutrome
of the trial is in doubtJll is very
perplexing that people, who
cannot muster enough moral
COUl38elOconvictmassmurderers
and who invent psychological
excuses to acquit them, suddenly
spout moral outrage at the
Founders of this country. No one
ever claimed that George
Washington, lbomas Jefferson,
John Adams, James Madison eL

aI. were perfect human beings or
that the U.S. Constitution was
without flaw, Butduringan agein
which mollsterswhomurdertheir
parents in cold blood can beg the
coon for clemcncy because they
are now orphans (victims?), we
can certainly appreciate the
Founders' contributions to the
world's fltSt stable constitutional
democracy. Although according
tothestandardsoflhe2lstcentury,
the U.S. Constitution could benefit
from some improvements, it was
light years ahead of its 18th
century origins and standards.
It has become quite
fashionable of late to play the
obnoxious "I Am A Greater
Vietim ThanThou" gameasifthe
cosmic karmic balance requires
the assenion of past victimhood
for fUll1re self-empowermenL If
so, then everyone isa victim if we
go back far enoLigh. Even this
country's founders were victims,
sliocking as it may sound
nowadays,ofBritish colonial rule.
Usingguiltas anavenue topower
is not only ineffective against the
holders of power but is also
demeaning to the powcrless
becauseitforcesthemlOmorbidly
celebrate their victimhood and
perpetuate iF. The only answer is
self-empowerment through selfreliance.

egalitarian teaching style," said
second year Patrick Barry, who
signed the letterbecausebe felt It
was important "10 do justice to
someone we fccl is a kind human
being." Barry added lhat in
retrospeCt,heregrettedthepctition
did not really address the
complexity of Ihe issue and the
feelings of some mcmbers of the
class. "There are many layers and
interpretationsof'racism', which
'wishwehaddcalt with,"reflected
Barry, "but I still feel it was
important toshow Massey he had
our support."
Second year Chris Parsons
posted his own leuer regretting
the fact that Higginbotham's
umbrage had "diverted anention
from a productive discussion of
how tocontinuc the banleagainst
racism towards hyperbolic

criticism of a thoughtful and
respcctedprofcssor."Parsonssaid
he wrote the letter because he felt
the students quoted in the article
represented a small, minority
view, and he wanted Massey 10
know that his other students
disagreed.
"Therearereairacistsoutthere
who need to be exposed and shut
down," Parsons said, "but when
you hurl that epithet towards
Calvin Massey, it JUSt deflects
auention from the issue. Massey
is a fair-minded individual who
respects difference among
people."
Massey said he was touched
andgmtified that "the people who
know me best, my colleaguesand
my students, are the ones who
appearsuungcst in my suppon."

Asian Film Festival
A Woman Being in Asia
(Republic of Korea 1993);
Director: YoungJooByun. Done
in video, Young's documentary
explores South Korea's role in
the Asian sex trade industry.
Exploring both ends, Young
interviews prostitutes in ChejuDo (a Korean island south of the
peninsula full of working
women .. .! know because Hyuk
told me) as well as Japanese and
German businessmen who
frequent such areas. Monday,
March?,1993Kabuki8Theaters.
From Hawaii totbeHolocausl:
A Shared Moment In Historv
(U.S. 1993); Directors; Judy
Weightman & Ryan Sexton.
Holocaust survivors of Dachau
must have been surprised to sec
that their liberators were of
Japanese ancestry. The 522nd
Field Artillery Battalion,
comprised chiefly of Japanese
Americans liberated the Jews at
Dachau, while their families were
being treated as enemies in the
U.S. This documentary includes
rare archival images shot in
Hawaii, Israel, and Dachau and
explores the memories of Jewish

Holocaust survivors and W.W.II
veterans of the 522nd.
Wednesday, March 9, 5:15 PM,
Kabuki 8 Theaters.
Coming Om J loder Fire (U.S.
1994); Director. Arthur Dong.
WinneroftheSpecialJuryAward
at the Sundance Film Festival,
Oscar and Emmy nominated 111m
maker Anhur Dong and awardwinning writer Allan Berube
explore issues of human, civil,
and equal rights for lesbians and
gays serving in the U.S. armed
services. Personal memories are
combined with rare archiv.al
footage of boot camps, shower
stalls, medical check·ups, and
enlistment interviews. Both
Anhur Dong and Allan Berube
will attend the screening as this
important and controversial film
closes the festival. Thursday,
March 10, 8:00 PM Castro
lbeatct.
Program guides can stiU be
obtained at the Kabuki theaters
forfulilistingsofavailablemovies
today and tomorrow.
SObriety, awareness, hanging
byafmgemaillOthefragilethread.
Laughter is tragedy, Weeping is
joy, Brilliance is triviality ... this
sucks, back 10 the beneficent bar
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The Angry Man Gets Tattooed
By Steven Feinstein
EOOOR iNCIDEF

Anotherroughdayatlaw school,
but you have that feeling that
something is missing. Missing from
your skin. Yes, you realize that you
need a tattoo.
1lIc Law News sent our own
angry man columnist, Rich
Jankowski, to review one of San
Francisco's finest tattoo parlors.
Jankowski went to Ed Hardy's
Tattoo City at 722 Columbus
Avenue, phone (415) 433·9437, to
receive his sixth tattoo from tattoo
anist Igor Mortis. Mortis follows
s!rictsafetystandardssterilizinghis
tquipmemand using only disposable
needles to pierce your skin. Mortis
charges SIlO per hour of actual
tattooing,
When oneanivesatTattoo City,
one encounters two distinct types of
customers, the experienced serious

Before

During

StiU During

Aftu

patrons and young lookie·loo's
debating whether or not to get
theirfirsttauoo. The firststep is
to decide on a design for your
U1ttoo, One can pick a drawing
from the wall, as favored by the

lookie-loo's, or have one custom
drawn or copied 10 your
specifications. Jankowski feels
an "off the rock tattoo" is "bad
news for the half-assed tattoo

receivers,"
Jankowski brought in a picture
of a nucleus, He feels that the
atom is basic and it gives him
perspective on the lillie things

that happen in life. They may be
painfulnow,butwillsoonbegone.
He decided 10 have the U1ttoo on
the base of his spine, because
UlItooing on his spine would be
especially painful,
The tattooing began with
Mortis drawing a picture of the
tattoo. Mortis then shaved
Jankowski's back with a slTaighl
razor without using shaving
cream. Havinga cold sharprazor
that close 10 his spina1 cord was
"the scariest pare Jankowski
feared that one slip of the wrist
might have paralyzed him.
A machine was used to make
an outline of the drawing thai
could be applied 10 Jankowski's
back. Then Jankowski lay face
down on a massage table with a
little pillow for his head.
Jankowski felt high the minute
he heard the hummillg of the
machine. The tattoo machine "is
like a little portable sewing
machine," with a foot pedal
controUingthemotor, Theneedle
penetrates the skin leaving the illk
behind. Mortis began away from
the spine, which "didn't hun."
Altera whileitstanedtobum,but
Jankowski claims you cannot
actually smell your flesh burning,
When Mortis got to
Jankowski's spine he "could feel
it thudding against (his) bone."
This part "was pretty painful."
However Jankowski tried hard fIOt
to ninch and ruin the tattoo, which
would be the ultimate ''permanent
fuck-up",
After outlining the tattoo
Mortis stllfWd rilling it in. This
time with a mochine thai forces a
row of many needles to go back
and forth across Iheskin. "It's tne
most painful pan and it feels the
best," After the tattoo was
complete, Monis eovered it with
Saran Wrapandusedpaclcing tape
toattaCh thewraptoJankowski's

Editorial

A Taste for Pain
By Rich Jankowski
PAS11!Up EorroR

Recently I went snowboarding
for the rlfSt time in my life. Man, 1
wasatotal bamey, spending more
time on my ass than I did upright
But I had fun. In a reflective
moment, spent sprawled out on
my head, ! had this deep,
introspectivethoughl Layingthere
on my chest, staring up the
mountain through tile falling snow,
it came to me like a ray of light
through the dark. It was almost
religious initsinternity. "OhGod,"
I thought, "my buu really huns."
Utterly galvanized by this new
found wisdom, this bit of divine
uuth,l pulled myself back up and
prepared for the next crash.
Somewhere along the way that
day, I began 10 get very hateful
toward everyone around me. At
one point, some four or five year
old kid went shooting past me as I
became one with the mountain yet
again. Okay, from another
perspective, maybe the kid was
kind of cute in his miniature ski
garb-like one of Santa's little
dwarvesoutforaquickrun on the
slopes. But flO{ from where I was
sitting. Even though I knew it was
wrong, J wanted 10 do something
meanlOthatboy, Atficsl,! thought
about cutting him off or knocking
him down, but il just wasn't

enough. So, I decided that I
neededtoendthatlittlebastanl.'s
life. As I slowly pulled myself
up once more from the snow, J
fantaSized of standing over his
pint-sized steaming corpse with
a maniacal grin on my bloodsmeared face. The vision gave
me an odd sense of peace and
somehow I was able 10 keep a
decent heel-side edge for a
while,
By tnat time,! realized I was
completely and undeniably
worked.'Tberewerenotwoways
around it Mybodyandmy brain
had simply broken off most lines
of communication. But was this
a bad thing? Noway! Sure, I had
been reduced 10 this mindless,
primal level, but it was such a
powerful,overwhelmingfee[jng
that it was awesome. I loved it!
The pain had cut through
centuriesofgenetica1lyacquired
affectations of civilization with
ruthless brutality. All of the
polite, social nice-ilies thai
separate human beings from
animals required too much
energy for me to maintain. As I
careened down the slope,
everything but basic survival
instincts were forgotten. We arc
talking raw human nature here,
folks.
Eventual! y, by the end of the
day,l feltmysclf slowly turning
into a human again. As my
friends and i grunted and

groaned our way back to thecabin
where we were SUlying, we were
able to laugh at our pain. Sitting
around, drinking beer in a wann
place, we could joke about what
we had become out there on the
mountain. See, the physical pain
was lolerable now, As I relaxed,
years of social programming and
proper etiquette came noodlng
back into my weary body. Of
course, ! still had the occasional
urge 10 hun the one experienced
snow boarder amongst our
battered group, but this arose
mostly out of affection. Needless
to say, I highly recommend
snowboarding 10 everyone here
at Hastings who hasn't tried it
Afterall,aslawstudents, I'm sure
weareallglunonsforpunishment
way down in our siek, Iiule hearts.
And just think, once you get past
thatpainfulinitial1camingperiod,
you can go for the sick airs and
really do some damage. ! can
hardly wail.
Looking back at the whole
experience, it makes me think that
I have been kind of obsessed with
pain for years now. It's not like
I'm some strange sellual deviant
who can't get his rocks off unless
there's a leather-clad, bondage
queen flailing at his back with a
whip (my sincere, heart-felt
apologies to any offended S&M
fans out there). No, it's nothing as
tawdry as that. My thing for pain
isdeeper,purer.Likelsaldbefore,

pain can be so spiritual thai ii's
almost religious. Let me explain.
Pain is honesty, it is truth. Pain
doesn't lie. It comes right up to
you and kicks your ass. It says,
"lbink you're tough,hWlh? Think
again."Pain has a way of putting
things into perspective. Jllst try
worrying about Fee Simple
Absolutes when your stomach
aches from not eating for days.
So, ItrylOembracepain.lsort
of savor it, knowing that if! deal
with it, it will eventually pass.
Sometimes, it's like pain is the
only thing that is real, that is
everlasting. Does this make any
sense? i mean, it can be a
frightening thing 10 allow yourself
lOfeelloveorgrcatpleasure. What
if you get used to it and are
dependent on it? Then, when the
emotions end, you are left feeling
empty which is the worse pain of
all.l glJess that'spaoofmy whole
tattootning. I like towearthcse
badgesofinkaroundaspennanent
reminders, assymbols of my pain.
That way, if I Slart 10 think that
life is just a wonderful fairy tale,
I can remember the feeling of a
needle scarring my skin.
So, when Spring Break: rolls
around, and you are thinking of
cool slLlff 10 do 10 get your mind
off the stress of law school, don't
forget your old friend pain. Why
not try snowboarding, or maybe
even gel thatlattoo you've always
wanted. You'll come back to
Hastingsadifferenl, beuerperson,
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ASH Candidate Statements
Lesley Kim, Candidate for
PHskieDt

I, Lesley Kim, hereby
announcemy candidacy for ASH
PresidenL I am a second year

"""OL

My priorities as ASH
President would be:
'Get
a
student
represeDtative on OIl' Board of
Directors,
I want 10 work 10 get more
student representation on the
Board of DireclOf"S, Currently,
the ASH President makes a fiveminutcstatementattheendofthe
BOD meetings. This is not
adequate to ClIpress student
sentiments,
especially
considering all the imponant
decisions are made in closed
sessions, I will ask that all four
gubernatorial candidateS (Tom
Hayden, Kathleen Brown, Jolm
Garamendi, and Pete Wilson)
pledge their suppon for a student
member on the Hastings Board
of DireclOrs,
·Get HastiDls studeDts
represented iD SacrameDto.
I also support Hastings
representation in the University
of
California
Students'
Association,Thisyear,theBoard
of Regents slapped UC law
students with huge fee increases.
Before something like this
happens again, I want to make
sure that Hastings isre!X"Csented
in the action in Sacramento,
-Increase the sense of
community.
I've always been concerned
with the overly competitive
atmosphere among students. We
need 10 work.lOgether, notagainst
one another. If we increase our
efforts at achieving serious grade
reform, improving career
services, and getting more
mODey into PICAP, we would
aU be happier. I also want 10
make sure that LEap students
continue to be represented in all
aspects of student'life, including
the Admissions Process
Commillu.
-Maintain the high level of
ASH-sponsored
student
Itrvlces and activities.
My past involvement in ASH
and student activities include:
·ASH Secretary
Created the ASH Rep
TrainingHandbook,managedPR
for ASH including all advertising
for ASH events and meetings,
kept my promise 10 make sure
students knew what resolutions
W~ being coosidered by ASH
at each meeting, increased
panicipationofASHreps,started

and managed ASHofficehOUfS so
all students could speak directly
with ASH officers.
-ASH
AppOintments
Committee Cbairptrson
Chair of committee which
appoints students to facultystudent committees such as
Academ ic Standards and Policies,
Curriculum , and Admissions

member because this is done
through the legislature, not
Hastings.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
AGENDA: The ASH president.
as the only student liason to the
Board of Directors, must keep
students informed of the agenda
of Ifle Board of Directors since
they in great part control the
quality of life at Hastings. This
way, ASH will be a proactive

-Headnotes and
Publisher
-ASH
Representative

QUALIFICATIONS:
-ASH
2nd
Year
Representative
-ASH Smith y RegenlS tIC
Commj!!re Co-chajr developed
ASH Guidelines for compliance
with Smith v R egems !lc, a
California Supreme Court
decision
protecting
the
constitutional rightsof speech and
associationof students by holding
that governmenl may not compel
persons to contribute money to
support political and ideological

"""",.

Joanna Madison, Candidate
for President
GRADEREFORM:Underour
CUITent system the average GPA is
2.68. This puts Hastings srudents
atadisadvantage when competing
for jobs, clerkships, and
fellowships with students at other
lOp 25 Jaw schools with a higher
grading curve. We need to adopt a
new grading policy that reflects
the reality of the job market and
makes us competitive with
similarly situated Jaw schools.
CAREERSERVICES:9O%0f
theflllJls in theOCI Handbookare
Bay Area f1lTTls. We can't all gel
jobs hete:thetejustaren'tenough.
We must expand career services
to provide a NATIONWIDE lOB
SEARCH for students by
recruiting more out of Slate law
fums for OCI and organizing
programsforswdentstointerview
with non-pan.icipating law fums
in target cities.
ACADEMIC
CREDIT:
Hastings does nol grant academic
credit for internships at the office
of the U.S. Attorney, City
Attorney, Office for Civil Rights,
EEOC, and other government
agencies. However, access and
proximity to government is the
one advantage of Hastings'
location. Grantingacademiccredit
for these activities as is done for
other clinical programs allows
students 10 gain practical legal
experience and take advantage of
the Hastings location without
sacrifICing their coursework.
SPECIALIZATION
TRACKS:Havingaiegalspeciaity
makes you more marketable in
your field. A program granting
certification to participants
completing the requisite courses
and a clinical program in a
specified area of law, would
provide guidance and formal
recognition to students choosing
10 focus on a specialized area of
law.

GRADE GRIEVANCES:
Although the administr1ltion has
been cooperative in granting
students review
and consideration, there are
no formal guidelines for the
evaluation of the fairness eMllls
when they are conleSted and in
granting relief. The Academic
ReguJations provide for changes
in grades only in the event of a
computational error. al40I].
Evaluaticns in Ole past have been
made based on the face of the
eum (whether the exam IeSted
what wasassignedinthereading).
This fails to take into
consideration the importanCe of
theclas.sroomcompooenttoevery
courseandwhetherornotstudents
were actua.lly insuucted as 10 the
subjectmatter.Aformalgrievance
policy for conteSting grades with
specifIC criteria for e~m review
willguaranteesludentsprocedural
due process in these mauers.
PICAP Fl)NDING: P[CAP is
a loan forgiveness program
contingent upon working in public
interest law. In light of the recent
fee increase, this cconomic
incentive is even more crucial in
making it possible for people who
have big loans to pay offto work
in lower-paying public interest
jobs after graduation. We musl
raise capital in order to create a
base that earns a substantial
amount of interesllO continue
funding these programs over

the years.
UCSA REPRESENJ'AnON:
Hastings is the or..ly UC school
that is not represented in the
University ofCallfomia Students
Association.
UCSA
is
instrumental in holding UC
administrators accountable to
students. For example, it was
UCSA whosuccessfully excluded
currently enrolled students from
the $2,000 fee increase. Also, by
having a UCSA represcnlative in
Sacramento we have a better
chance of getting a student on the
Board of Dirocllrll as a voting

.ASH Grading Policy and
Reform Comminee Co.chair
compiled the grading & ranking
data from various law schools
across the country, analyzed the
resuJts, and held a Grade Refonn
Forum 10 determine the
appropriate remedy to pursue in
reforming the grading policy at
Hastings.
-ASH Pplilical Aqion
~ Voting Information
Forum, Town Meeting, An Hour
with the Dean.
_ASH [)ean Sr;archCO!J)mj!!re
.~ I have been
involved in and balance a number
ofactivitiesthatrepreseDtavanety
of student interests and a large
breadth of student and
administrative contact including:
Hastings International Law
Society, Vice· President, Dean's
Discussion Group Leader,
Moot Court Board, Hastings
International and Comparative
Law Review, HPILF Board
Member, Student Services
Cornmittee,HastingsAdmissions
Ambassador,La Raza, Amnesty
International,Clara Foltz,GAAP,
PtIi Alpha Delta, ASK

more Beers on tbe Beach than
~,andJhaveevenmore

planned;
lSI year class
representative. I've worked very
hard 10 improve the atmosphere
and social life at Hastings, and
according to Dean Poulikidas l
(uffiltrd my orgmise to /cup the
CianCI

in

Son FmndSCQ

Ifelccted I intend to:
Every AcademicSenate in the
UC system has a student
represenlativc, why not us? We
are the future alumni and donors
and we deserve a say in how our
school is run. I will be a strong
voice rorstudents to the faculty
and administration.
Students deserve a voice on
the Board of Directors. Like it
or not. our degree will effect the
amount of respect and earnings
over our lives, and we need to
have a voice in determining how
our degree is valued. Similarly,
we shouJd have a voice in UCSA.
Our fees have been increasing at
an astronomical rate, and we need
to have a voice in how they are

'"

IwillmakesurethatSmiJ.b.has

as little an impact as possible on
the funding of student
organizations. Students need to
have say over where their money
goes. Thecurrentfundingprocess
is reflective of that ideal, and any
changesshouldnotalterstudents'
control.
It'semploymentstupid!!1 For
most of us this is our last formal
educational experience. We came
to Hastings so that upon
graduation we can work in the
legal profession. I will work to
improve our career service office
so that we will all have ajob after
we leave.
Classrooms with windows &
climate control. We don', need
to lease the West Block for 55
ycars to some outside agency
instead we need new and modem
facilities so Haslings isapleasant
environment to go 10 school. 198
is heU! We need windows and
climate control.
I know that we can be a more
effective voice for student
concerns while maintaining the
high level of activities ASH has
eslablished this year.

Robert Haga, Candidate for
Vice-President

Rafael Aguirre-Sacasa ,
Candidate for Treasurer

I, Robert Haga, hereby
announce my candidacy for VicePresident. I am a second year
studenL
Myqualificationsfortheoffice
include: Director of Arts and
Recreationfathepastyearserving
as your cruise direclOf, h.all1i.na:

My fellow Hastings students,
I am !X"Cscntly running for the
office of Treasurer for the
Associate Students of Hastings
(ASH). This position directly
affectseachandeveryoneofyou,
COlltill .. ~d 0,. Pop 16
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Take the Taxi to SIN
Cu!llinu,djro". Ppg~ 9

power is focused on these
rapacious little monstcrs because
it plays well with paranoid
suburban voters and gives the
iUusion of "victories" in a "war"
whichcanneverbewonaslongas
the substance remains illegal.
Trouble is, no malter how many
arrests are made, the underlying
demand for crack will always

suppon payments, and recipients
of AFOC or other public funds.
Yes, this is discriminalOry; but it
reasonably serves the compelling
slllteinterestofpreventingpeople
from (a) giving birth to crackaddicted babies, (b) blowing the
alimonymoneyonhookers,or(c)
using public monies to patronize,
subsidize or capitalize dope
dealers. Wecanbuildinadditional

Las Vegas for gambling, we can
maintain a much smaller, yet far
more heavily controlled SIN
Districts for crack, booze
whoring, bingo and other iIlici;
activities. It would even create
jobs; the inevitable supporting
businesses and regulatory
agencies are going to need scads
of new employccs.

remain.Ofco~,newrnpacious ~::t~~.aswegetafcclforthe This should

littiemotlSterswilJarisetosupply

~~kdi~~~:~m~un~~~:~: wo~~a~e~~::~~m~;i~::
been poinled out ad nauseam, the

SIN District. Patrons would

phoco-ops.Meanwhile,theblack

like those that currently e:\ist at

the cocaine market-Leo the
market that exists among white
people-remains relatively
unscathed.
Of course, the rant of the
moment is that we should "\ock
'em all up" and build a gazillion
more prisons lOaccomplishsame.
Yeah, right; that policy has been
failing for twenty years. As a
result, EVERYBODY will
continuelOsuffereithertheeffects
or the side effects of Ihe illegal
drug trade. (Well, everybody
except that class ot cops,
politicians,prosecutors,and DEA
agents for whom the "drug war"
providesnoconlyjobsecuritybut
also a politically palatable

bannedwithintheconfinesofthe
SIN District and all persons
enleringantlexitingthecompound
would be subjcctlO search.
Once such a zone is
established, we would further
legislate that NO schools or
residential hoUSing may be built
withinafivemilcradius. Weoould
thenissuelicensestotradewithin
theSINDistrictaswellaspennits
to build moteis, casinos,
nighlClubsandsoforthwithinthe
five mile "no man's land"
surrounding it We could lake a
percentage of the gross from the
surrounding businesses, as well
asthosebusine.<iSCswithintheSIN
District prop~r, to fund the

~~~~~ :~~ ~:O:'p~~;~ :~~an~~b~e:~s~;n~:c~~;:.
~r~l~n:~%~':!;~~~~~ ==;~%:s';::'~:~

~~:nm=t: th~ohn~!~~:1k ~~ ~rcr::!~t~~~:sut:~~~~e~

"Gorill~i"""Mi".")
tr.tn'p'''U'O"'''r~"U'''"'''.
Theobvioussolutionhereisto
We could even go so far as to

duckblind from which to hunt

necessary police, medical, and

legalize the substance and
designate specific areas where it
may be traded: the SIN Districts.
We will take the drug business
out of the hands of criminals and
bring in legitimate merchants.
(Well, "legitimate" 10 the elltenl
that they are unlikely to shoot up
the neighborhood. After all,
Anheuser-Busch and R.1.
Reynoldscenainlydeal inharmful
narcotics, and we can argue all
day about their "legitimacy." But
at least their drivers don't carry
Uzi's.) However, instead of the
currcntsituationinwhichwehave
liquor stores dotting vinually
every corner or poorer
neighborhoods, SIN Districts
might be restricted to walled
compounds that are at least five
miles from ANY school and lor

setupspecialshuttleservicesfrom
various points in the city, "SlNmobiles, ~sotospcak. Thisshould
keep
the
dopers
and
whoremongers from terrorizing
the highways as they rusil 10 get
theirfues.(Actually,theiastthing
we need is some kind cf half·
assedcaravanofcrackheadslying
up the freeways during the
morning commute. So maybe we
should also consider a light rail
system.)
Overall, thoseofuswhowant
to indulge in SIN District
merchandise will have a safe,
legally sanctioned place ID ply or
buy thetrade:thereSioCus will be
spared the violence that tends to
accompany
criminal-run
enterprises. Best of all, the crack
trade will be moved OUt of black
neighborhoods and into a
restricted area that can be tightly
policed without subjecting black
children to a concentration camp
atmosphere.
This is neither new nor
implausible; if we can maintain a

residential area.
Furthermore. you would have
to be OVet twenty-one to enter a

SIN Disuict. We could impose
additional restrictionson pregnant
women, individuals who ate in
arrears in their alimony or child

MtlTch9,J994

Aid Scam Costs $$
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from the day of disbursement-is

universally~ticedintheSlUdent

loan indusuy.
The problem, notes Bisesi, is
that "each application contains
space for only one set of
disbursement dates." While
studentsmightpreferthefundsto
be disbursed monthly, for
example, the current system of
federal loans does not allow for

~~~~:r;;yib, i:,itYlh,Co~",glw"h'O'
"

keep the dopers
and whoremongers from
terrorizing the
highways as
they rush to get
their fixes.
An insane delusion? Not
really: the insane delusion is that
we can ever eradicate the drug
trade. AIter a couple of decades
of the "drug war" there's more
cocaincinAmericathanever,and
thismulti-billiondollarenterprise
is untaxed and run, for the most
pan, by yioltnt criminals--as
opposed 10 the relatively benign
interests, (Anheuser-Busch, and
the like), Ihat usually distribute
recrcationalnarcotics. Therefore,
I say we do with crack as we did
with booze: Recognize reality,
legalize and zone.

~~~I~:~::S~e~:~~:::
Student Loan. The financial aid

~:=~eh:~~e~~ ~~~
~~~n~~~~:~~~~~~i:
the financial aid forms this year

~~~!e~~~!~~IUde

more

Victor Perez, a third year
slUdentonFmanciaiAidandASH
treasurer, has been leading a onepersoncrusadetostopthepractice
of student money being wasted.
It's primarily the principle that
bothers him-he analogizes it to
a bank being able to charge you
interest for a car loan before you
evenbuythecar.Andconsidcring
the competitive job market, he
adds,an additionalSlOOO is "not
aninsignifteantamount"ofmoncy
to have to pay back.
"Banksarcn'tallowedtohold
government-guaranteed checks
for more than three days," Perez
argues,"sowhyshouidolUchecks
beheld fora month?" Theissueis

AS H Candl"dates

ContillludFromPllldS

bccause it is the Treasurer (along
with other membcrs of the
Hastings community) who
determines the allocation of the
funds you have provided. This
responsibility has never been
greater than now due to the
CaiifomiaSupremeCoun'srcccnt
docisioninSmitbv JlC Regents.
The coun in Sm.ilh held that
mandatory srudent fees shall not
be used 10 fund student groups
whose purposes are deemed
primarily political in nature.
Although the guidelines defining
"political" groups have yet to be
promulgated, there is bound to be
some controversy regarding the
application of these guidelines.
Asaresuit,thcreisa vital need for
strong leadership and clear
thinking; I believe that I can
provide both.
As a first-year ASH
representative, I have gained
valuable insight regarding the
difficulties many student groups
encowltet when trying to fInance

their activities with limited

resources. TheSm.iJ.b.decision will
undoubtedlyaffoctccnaingroups
more than others. If elected I
promise to be as fair and libe~
with the allocation of studentfees
as possible, while adhering to the
Smi1h decision and the guidelines
set forth by ASH.
Hastings, however, is not
comprised exclusively of student
groups, but it also contains many
individuals who do not affiliate
themselves with any particular
studcntassociation. They will not
be forgonen, for the individual
student provides the granite
foundation beneath this College.
Therefore, I plan to respond to
any individual requests with the
same exuberance I would for a
student group.
In closing, I would like IOthank
the Hastings community for f~
opponunities it Iw afforded me,
and I hope to have the chance 10
give something back. Thank you
for considering my candidacy.

nOl one of a technical difficulty in
banking practices, but rather one
of system operation. "It would
not be very difficult for us to
electronically monitor when
checksarecashcd, but thecurrent
system is the way all schools do
il," Brooks statcd.
The Department of Education
allows for loan companies tOSIan
charging interest from theday the
checks are sent out. The schools
then determine how long Ihcy hold
thechecksbeforetheyarerelcased
forcashing. Bisesinotcsthatihere
are nearly 20 stepS a check must
go through before being available
to the studcnts-aU these Steps
take time. Because of the
administrative holidays in
December, the checks have to be
cut early enough lOensure that all
the checks arc processed. Perez
has written 10 Law Access and
Senator Dianne Feinstein in hopes
of reforming the process, but has
received no response.
Brooks notes that the tenns of
the loans are listed on the
promissory note and thecharging
of this e:\tra interest should not
come as a swpise to students.
"Unfonunately," Brooks adds,
"most students don't read the
papers they're sent"
"It's ultimately the loan
companies that are charging us
e:\tra."Perezacknowledges, "but
Hastings should try harder to
protect its swdents from such a
uselcssfcc."

Hasty Sex
people, etc.).
• Some dildos and bull plugs
have flanges to allow hands-free
use via various harnesses. There
are also harnesses that
accommodate a "magic carpet"
(reverse dildo with attached nubs
for
additional
external
stimulation).
• A leather butterfly or vibro
G-string can be worn under
clothing to allow the wearer to
enjoy goodvibn!l.ions,evenduring
the normal course of the day
(beware of Mona Lisa smiles
during class ... whatever is that
humming sound??).
• Condoms should be used with
double dildos. CoJorcondoms will
se ..... etocontinuallyiclcntitywhlch
side is who's and, as the material
is porous, the condom will also
proteCt users from viruses and
genus.
• The top of the line male
vibrntor is the waterproof"Vibro
Sleeve."Thisdtblachinylitcm
surrounds your member with
vibrations.
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Grades, Grades, Grades
would probably not matter, for
enmple, if the top law studenlS
from best law schools came
together at Hastings and they all
wrote eAeeptionaily meritorious
exams; thescopeofgrading is, in
effeet, pre-ordained by writ (the
grading nonnalization is only a
rtCommendation, but it generally
adhered 10 by all professors). As
loog as professors are required to
normalize their grndes, there will
be a real potential for some
students 10 be arbio-arily helped
and others to be arbitrarily
punishedbecauseoftheperceived
abilityoftheirpeers(1 know, "life
is lOugh," but that platitude does
not have 10 be an excuse for
callousness). There will always
be students in the lower 3510 50
percent of every class, but if their
knowledge of the subject is
slightlyabovethenationalaverage
(or is it a California average?),
does the vinually inevitable "C"
accurately communicate their
knowledge?
A side-effectofourpercenlile
grading distribution is that every
student is in direct competition
with every other student in a class.
Maybe that should encourage
friendly competition, but most
SludenlS on the dark side of the
curve try 10 ignore it all, because
10 dwell on it only breeds a dog.
tat-tiog attitude (:md America
wonc!erswhylawyersseemoverly
competitive).
Another
disingenuous legacy of a relative
systemisthatthereislesssystemic
motivation 10 idenlify students
with "8" grndeaverages:mdhelp
them 10 be "A" srudenlS, or 10
help "C" students become "B"
srudents,etc. Afterall,ifeveryone
improves, no one will be able 10
demonstrate that improved
perfonnance:theuanscriptgrades
will stay the same relalive 10 the
others! (Perhaps this system even
provides professors with an
WK:OflSCiousincentive 10 beobtuse
inclass: doingsorewardsunique
skills, which tends to spread out
the curve and make grading
decisions seem empirical. or at
leastjustinable.)
Finally, there's the 01' !heary
of "garbage in, garbage OUI." In
other words, the value of grades
as predictors of future effort
(which is what I hope employers
really care about) ispredicaled on
the accuracy of measuring exam
perfonnance. Ifastudentthought
a class was stellar, for enmple,
but the exam was undemanding
orpoorlystruclu;"cl,thentleexam
unotapttoacc\ll'llelya..1dreliably
measure the student's abilitil;;$.
Have you ever taken a class that
was taught as I policy·Jaden

course all semester, and then the
teacher whipped a nUIS·n'·bollS
procedure exam on you--or visa
versa, or how about a fact pallem
that looks like a novella, or the
infamous true/false questions
from hell (always good fortesting
obsucria)? Such deficiencies are
a myopia through which the
pror~ssor looks at yCJl' exam to
decree your worth in that subject
Even if your exam is forthright.
maybeonetimcdexam attheend
of IS weeks of instruction (or 30
weeks in Constitutional Law!) is
not a good way to generally
measure knowledge. (I am sure
there are educational studies on
this,butCOfnmonsensefromgrade
s:::hool tells me that the method
we use is ineffective, i.e., it
"stinks.,,) Maybe none of this
should mauer, but the reality is
that too many employers depend
on grades and class rank to make
the initial cut C'sorry, we oflly
interview the top 20%"). If it is
crucial that grades accuratcly
reflect a student's degree of
mastery of a subject. then maybe
the one·test·at·the·end--of·the·
semester approach needs to be
validated for accuracy.
OK,so iflhe process is so
bankrupt, why isn't anyone
c1amonnglOmakeitbetter? First.
by the time you get upset enough
to address the problem, you're
about ready 10 grnduate. so why
bother. Then,thepeoplewhoare
most effected by the system are
those in the bouom 50 percent of
the class, :md most of them don't
wanttoseemlikewhiners. As for
the faculty, they are gcnerally
successful products of the very
system I am regaling (you don'l
become a law professor al
Haslings by having been a "C"
lawsludent).1lieyseenoneedto
change the system that Jet them
riselOthemp. (When was the last
time you heard of a law review
anicle by a professor on how to
betlCTteachagivensubjcct?) And
they know that if they can JUSt
ignore the grumbling echoes a
few more months, thatcommiuee
will quictly decompose. Finally,
10 change radically is to admit
somethmg was wrong, which is
vtrboufl.
Yet the purpose of this anicle
is 10 provide some meager ideas
10 suggesl what's possible. The
quickansweristhattheAcademic
Standards Committee will
consider asking the faculty 10
modify grading nonnalization
~Iandards.
The problem I
understand is that the faculty JUSt
raised the median grnde a few
years ago, and supposedly they
are getting tired of tinkering with

grades-which I agree should be some exctlltnt teachers who cW
rather inviolate. Of course, tome, givereasonableexams-given the
modifying the median grade is conslnUntsofthesystem, but they
like polishing a turd: you can get don't seem to be passing their
itrealshiny,butitstillsmellsthe skills to their colleagues.)
same. Therefore, I advocate a
·Use the student evaluations
few othcr windmills to tilt at:
completed at the end of each
·Establish a performance cour~o:: 10 counsel and assist
sta!ldald in each cou!se aT'd professors. Someprofessorshave
require professors 10 grade all
urriblt rtpUlO/iOflS on campus:
students against that standard isanyone from theAdministralion
rather than against each other (a trying to help Ihem identify
side-benefit to such a system is Pfoblems and to improve their
teaching skills? What formal
that itencouragescooperalion and
teamwork--how novcl for a law
training do you provide new
school!). Grades would then be professors, or is the following
assigned based on what standard equalion assumed: thai Ordtr of
was met,:md studcnt grades would the Coif + Clerkfor a prtstigtoUj
IIOt be pushed down or up because court = Exc t llt nt ftachtr?
of some Ilttane and impersonal WRONG! (Or as one of my
fonnula. The negative side of professors might say: ''These
such a system isthata poor grade factors are neither adequate nor
would truly reneet sub·standard necessary.'')
perfonnance,:md il could not be
·Take steps to remove the
rationalized away as the result of hushed reminders of competilioo.
better performance by others. It Is it really necessary that grade
would also allow the professor to averages are reported to the
assigngradesastheyaredeserved, thousandthsofdecimalplace? Or,
e.g., maybe no "A" grades, or do we have to rank everyone in
the class down to number 437
maybe nothing less than a "B· ...
-Give mulliple exams during (sure am glad 10 know I'm not
the duration of a course and 438!)? Arethereways to foster an
provide fimtly feedback on environment where students have
student performance. If this theopponWlity to learn whothcir
institution's goal is education, section mates are-by first
name-within the first few days
then timely feedback is essential
to improving perfonnance and of the first year? This may nOI
correcting misconceptions. Hthis
inslitution'sgoal isexposurc:md
profit, then timely feedback is
relative (i.e, returning blue books
three months afler the exam is
fine).
·Require instructors 10
establish and announce learning
objeclivesatthebeginningofeach
learning topic. Then require the
profcssortolClch and tesl/othose Conti""ed/rom Page 6
objectives (1 know, it requires a
lot of work on the part of Claiborne replied that was because
professors.J. The idea is easy to shedidnotlikethewayherclothes
looked on Black women and
grasp: tell the students what you
expeclofthem along theway,and purposely cut the hips too narrow.
then periodically call on them to White commWlities have hcard
thai Claiborne appeared on Phil
meel the:mnouncedexpectations.
With timely feedback, problcms Donahue and told t11e audience
are then identified and corrected she used her profits to suppon
to improve demonstrated Salanism. Again, neither is true.
Turner believes these TUmors
performance.
·Use exams developed by a represent consumer ambivalence
depattment/commilteeratherth:m about the way they spend thcir
by the professor giving the class discretionary dollars. People feel
as is done now. As a minimum, guiJtyaboutthemoney they spend
provide voluntary work·shop for high.end consumer goods, and
instruction IOhelpprofessorslearn these produclS come to represent
how to create accurate an unconscious, cultural bogey·
pcrfonnance exams. (1 regret 10 man. The ultimate source of evil
African·American
inform you Dean Kane, but in my In
humble opinion, some of your communitiesistheKlan,whereas
in white communities it is
professors are not good teachers;
and some of your grtlJl teachers S3tanism and increasingly
do not know how to writeeAams. religious fundamentalism.
BLSA president Kym
In all fairness, Hastingsdoeshave

impact grade refonn much, but it
might make the "Hastings
experience" less akin to trench
warfare. Hastings has some
outstanding programs compared
with othcr combat law schools,
such as our exams on file,
postponed writing competition,
andot11ers, but could wedo more?
I realize that some of these
suggcstions are extreme because
of the implications they conjure
up. Still,Iamcertainsomeofmy
fcllow students have much better
ideas, especially those of you with
significant leadership and
teaChingexpcrience, which would
rivalthatofmanyoftheprofessors
here. Mypointissimple: Do you,
the student body of Hastings,
gencrally agree that modifying
the median grade is the ONLY
grading iss ue that you want
addressed by the faculty? Or, do
someoftheideas prescnted above
pique your interest? Please,don't
JUSt let me know-let your ASH
representative know. (OfCOUiSe,
getling your professors todiscuss
the possibilities isn't a bad idea
either because they are the ones
who vote on any proposals
generated). In addition, we do
have a functioning and
enthusiastic Grade Reform
Commiueethat 1amcenainwould
like to hear your suggestions.

BlSA Celebrates

Cultural Night
Goodrum says that while she felt
BlackHislOryMont11:mdCultural
Night had both been quite
successful, she wished there had
been more support from the
administralion and faculty. "Year
after year, the faculty does nothing
to commemorate Martin Luther
King, Jr. Day or Black History
Month," Goodrum says, "ii'S
discouraging, because African·
Amcricans have contributed so
much tothelawandthepursuitof
justice."
While 8LSA is very grateful
for the sustained individual
suppon of Professor Wingate,
Goodrum wishestherewcresome
official action from the
administralion. She said, ·'In a
school as supposedly committed
to diversity as Hastings, it would
bebenerlCiai tohavesome fonna!
acknowledgment of the great
contributionsAfrican·Americans
have made to the study of law."
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M,gE~,Letters to the Editor
students with small children, and
who are brave enough, to attend
law school. Leiters from next
year's applicants are already on
Wu Yee's waiting lists for next
fall. IfHastingsdoesn'lcontinue
arelationshipwithWu Yee,those
studcnts may not be attending
Hasungs.
Wu Vee relies on the donation
from Hastings 10 fill the gap
bet ween thelractual expenses and
what they receive as subsidized
from the government. If they
cannot fill this gap, they cannot
maintain the infant/toddler
facility.
If the Wu Yee infant/tcxldler
facility isc1osed, ootonly will the
Hastings parents bedisp1aced but
so will seven other low-income
families in the Tenderloin. The
only othertwosubsidiz.edcemel1l
In the clly have waiting lists so
long that the infants would be in
fLfStgradebythetimetheirnumber
came up. Private child care is
expensiveand uncertain. Without
cltild care, these families may no
longer afford to work. The four
full-timecare-giverswiUalsoface
unemployment.
If Hastings dots continue its
grant to Wu Yee, not only would
the college be closer 10 its noble
goal of attracting a deep and
diverse student body; butit would
also help our neighbors in the
Tenderloin community in a way
thatgoes beyond adirectdonation
ofmoncy. This is a cost effective
donationthatassistsstudents with
special needs and has the
additionaleffectofhelpingothel1l
help themselves. ASH and the
Hastings Finance Committee
agrees, let's hope the Board of
Directors will 100. Petitions may
eontinue to be made available by
various organizations and at least
will beavailable in my SIC folder
untit the 18th. If you haven't had
a chance to sign yet or change
yourmind,pleasesignthepetition.
Gene F. Huey
Second Year

Massey
Responds
EdilOr,
Now that the Law News has
taken itsopponunity IOpresent its
opinions in thefonn of reporting,
I think it only fair that I have an
opponunity to respond.
Theflrstcharge lodged against
me seems to be that I was
discourteous
to
Judge
Higginbotham. He certainly
seemed to think so al the time,
although be later staled he was
nOloffended. Thearticlesuggests
thai my alleged discourtesy took

atlenst one of three fonns: (I) I
prevented Judge Higginbotham
from speaking for lheentirehour;
or (2) I suggested that he might
wantlOparticipate directly in class
discussion as a kind of superstudent or (3) the "tcnorHof my
class was substantively offensive.
Let's take a look at each.
Fi.rst. I did not restrict Judge
Higgmbotham to the last fifteen
minutesofmyclass. Thatwashis
choice. Well in advance of tile
Tobriner Lecture, I volunteered
to make my Constitutional Law
class available to Judge
Higgmbotham. Sandi Goodman
who coordinated his viSit:
communicated that invitation by
letter toJudge Higginbotham and
informed him that he was
welcome to do whatever he
wanted in my classroom. Through
Ms. Goodman, I suggested three
spec!fic options for Judge
Higgmbotham: I) conduct the
class in its entirety, 2)panicipate
directly in the give-and-take of
class discussions, or 3) comment
at the end of the hour upon the
class discussion. Ms. Goodman's
letter accurately conveyed the
foregoing foctsandaisoinfonned
him that the subject matter of the
classwould beaffumativeaction.
Not having heard anything from
Judge Higginbotham prior \0
class, I repeated those options to
him when I met him in person in
thehallwayoutsideofmyclass. I
specifically asked him what he
wanted IOdo. He asked me what I
intended 10 cover in class, and I
told him. He then told me that
reserving 15 minutes at the end
forhiscommenwywouldbefine.
I suggested more time as, I
observed, studcnts would desire
to ask him questions. He stated
that he did not wish 10 entcnain
Sludentquestions. At nopointdid
he ever indicate that he had any
desire to speak: for the entire class
period. He specifically declined
10 participate in class discussion
As 10 the second charge, that I
offended the judge by suggesting
that he participate in the class
discussion as a "superstudent,H if
ajudge vo\untarilycomes lOa Jaw
school classroom it's not
unreasonable 10 expect that the
~udge has a desire 10 engage in
Immediate intellectual exchange
with thestudents.1 didn't demand
thathedoso; I suggested he might
want to. Why should any judge
think it an assault to his or her
dignity to be invited 10 intcmct
with bright. engaged students on
issuesofsubstance? Judges do so
with lawyers, and my students are
embryonic lawyers. I think the
invII.aI.ion was appropriate and
innovative. 1'1\ repeat that

invitation to any judge that drops
by. I don't lecture; my classroom
is an exchange of ideas between
studentsand between students and
myself. And that's JUSt what
occurred the day Judge
Higginbotham visited. Aren't you
struck by the irony that it's the
self-proclaimed voice of the
students (the "Us" in "Us v.
Them") that charges me with
insensitivity and worse for
suggesting that a respected federal
judge goone-on-one intellectually
with Hastings students'!
Third,theLawNewsatuibutes
to an anonymous student source
the opinion that "'Uhe judge
expressed strong disagreement
with Massey's approach 10
affirmative action" and then
illustrates by qUOling another
unnamed student that "to
Higginbotham, looking for
Jusuficallon of affumative action
based on the 14th Amendment is
a stupid exercise." The reader is
left IOdrawtheconclusion,hinted
atearlier,thatlam "aracistwhose
esoteric theories of constitutional
interpretation are far removed
from practical realities of
discrimination and unequal
justice." These comments appear
to be made by students who have
not been listening 10 me. I ask
anybody to explain lome what's
so "stupidHabout asking students
of constitutional law IOrelateraceconscious programs to the 14th
Amendment. If they had been
engaged with the materials we are
studying they would have realized
that5Omerace-consciousremedial
prog:rarnsare~byequal

protection;othersare~

by the equal protection clause;
and some are ~ by the
equal protection clause. If the
Judge and I disagree (and you
sure couldn't detect that from the

a racist; you just leave the job 10
students who aren't named, and
sometimes notevenquoted. Apart
from these cowardly shots taken
from cover, you invite readers to
draw the inference by such devices
as
the
runntng
head
"Miscommunication or More?"
Your evidence is alarmingly
small. You suggest that if the
visitor were Roben Bork or Ruth
Ginsburg I would have made
cenain the visitor spoke for the
entire class pericxl. The idea is
ludicrous. I offered Judge
Higginbotham three choices
(includingtheentirehour)because
I didn't want our visitor to feel
like he was obJigated to speak: for
fifty minutes lOeverycJassduring

his very busy visit If he wan1ed
to, fine, but that was his option. I
still think it's more polite to offer
your visitor a variety of choices
than just one "option." And I
would make thesameoffer lOany
Judge, from William Rehnquist
on down.

Calvin R. Massey
Professor
Correction:
In our last issue the iSe(;ond
sentence of the foum paragraph
of Marcia Dore's letter was
incorrectly printed. The
sentence should have read, "The
S &: L's have certainly become
communal payments."

Caffe Society
COlltillludjrom Pogr 10

hair pasta with a thick creamy

sauceandshrimp. Thiswasreal1y
good and since shrimp are of a
lower order then the mammal
family, I had no theological
wornes over the departed
invenebrnes'IOSlsouls.lhaveno
idea how they make theirpasta - I
was too busy eating - but it was
very good, wltich is to say thai it
was noticeably better then thestuff
leatonaweeklybasis. Steve had
theSaimonCanMlioni, whichwe
all tried. I liked il Steve was
concerned that the sauce was 100
yellow, but we assured him that
sometimesthesauceisjustyellow.
Joel pointed out that il was a
saffron sauce, and would have to
be yellow from the strong hue
inherent 10 the spice itself. No
one heard his comment Steve
did want 10 add that the salmon

wasverysalmon-y. Maybe Steve
was praying for the lost salmon·
souls, too.
Some of us got dessert. They
were about four dollars. The
Tiramisu was very rich, and I
asked 100 about that too, but I
don't think we want 10 print his
answCl,reaIly. He can get sort of
strange around food.
The place itself is interesting
also. Some interesting an on the
walls, a lot of exuberant
conversation - weU, we were
exuberant, I couldn't hear much
p3Stourtablc-andgoodservice.
Heck, they even served sparkling
water, with a half twist of orange
in the pitcher. I would goagainwhat mere can I really say'! On
the world famous fork-o-meter,
Cafre delle Stelle getsthrceanda
half prongs.

~ofhisremarks)itis

over which programs go in which
categories. And the fact is, there
is noagreementaboutthat, within
the Supreme Coun or anywhere
else. I respect the choices made
by my two students who have
fonnally withdmwn. I regret they
didn'lcarne taUe to me about their
concerns beforehand. And yes, I
knew they had withdrawn. Do I
care'! I care that they learn
Constitutional Law well enough
to become skillful constitutional
advocates; if that happens better
elsewhere, I'm happy they made
the right choice for them.
Perhaps the most disturbing
part of the Law News style is its
heavy-handed deployment of
innuendo and anonymous
qUOlation 10 brand me a racisl
True, nowhere in the February
9th article does the Law News
come all the way out and call me

Rich and Creamy
COllwuudjrom Pogr 11

depending on the size of your
serving.lliketheirproductsquite
abil,butloftcojuslorder"Jamoca
Almond Fudge" because that's
always been Baskin-Robbin 's best
flavor anyway.
Up until last year, the fat-free
arena was a sad and lonely one.
But then came Manus'
Ultr.lpremium. Invented by the
creator of Haagen-Daaz, this
product has become my Favorite
Processed Food Product. The
consistency is smooth and rich
and it is sweet and f1avo.ful:
Here's the kicker: only 3 grams of
fat per serving! Mr. MallUS, who
unfortunately passed away last
month, assens that he achieved
the creamy, rich consistency oot

with a secret ingredient, but with
a secret process. Whatever. It's
fabulous. And also hard 10 fmduy the Polk and Green MaD:et.
located on Polk Street at Green.
I've tried two different varieties,
one with cookies and the other
with cookies and cherries. Both
wereterrifte. Ihighly recommend
you uy them. You may have 10
pressureyourlocalgrocerlOcarry
Mauus', but they should respond
10 market forces 10 muimize
profits.
By the way, for comparison's
sake, a .serving of Ben &: Jeny's
or Haagen-Daazcan haveas much
as27 gramsoffatin it. Wow. Just
thinking about it mikes my
aneries groan.
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ASH Election Struggle Ditch Day

CMIiIt_fro_Pq.'

our interest wilh more weight,"
said Madison. Shealsopledges,if
elected, 10 keep students better
appraised of the Board of
Directors' agenda.
In the area of career services,
Madison proposes the institution
of career specialization lfaCks,
which would give students
academic recognition for wort.
focused in their area of interest.
OnthetopicofSmilh,Madison
says thai "we need to see which
way studenlS want to interpretthe
decision. Smilh gives rights of
free speech and freedom of
associationwhichASHisrequired
to protecL It is not for ASH 10
decide how 10 apply the decision,
but to find out how the Sludents
want those rights proleCled."
The sole candidates for Vice·
President, Treasurer, and
Secretary are Robert Haga
(currently ASH Director of
Community Affairs), Rafael
Aguirre-Sacasa, and Tiffany
Treanor respectively.
As of Friday, March 4, there
were no candidates for the
groups under Smilh v. Regellts, positions of ASH Secretary and
Kim wants to prevent student Director of Community Mfairs
groups from having their funding (formerly Arts and Recreation;
jeopardized. She lhinks that i.e. Beer on the Beach
ASH's responsibility shou1d be coordinator).
Guthrie, who is in charge of
10 counsel groups on how to fall
wilhin the guidelines of Smith the election, said thai the lack of
without changing the essential inteceSiinASHofficesthisyearis
ruuure of the group. "We don't fairly representative. "Law school
need to be babied on this one," istimeconsuming.Anyadditionai
Kim said, adding that she Ihinks responsibility is a fairly large
funding for student groups is burden," said Guthrie. The filing
necessary for the free exchange deadlineforthosetwoofficeswas
extended until 5:00 P.M. on
of ideas.
Joanna Madison also places a Monday, March 7.
Third year students will have
high priority on increasedstudent
representation,
including the opponunity to vote for their
membership on the Board of student commencement speaker
Dim;:lOrs. "Weshouldhavevoting asweU.
The final item on the ballot is
power on the Board ofDireclOrs.
They don'llivehereand weare at a referendum asking whether
their mercy. So we need to voice Hastings College of the Law

and
on
other
facullyl
adminiSl1ll.tion committees. "It is
ludicrouslO me!hata high school
gellior sits on the State Board of
Education as a non.voting
member. but a third year law
studentcan't be a membec of the
Hastings Board of Directors,"
states Kim. Even if a student
couldn't be a voting membec of
the Board, Kim added, the entire
student body would be served by
having someone who was aware
oftheBoard'sactivitiesandcould
bring infonnation back to the
students, who would then know
about potentially adverse
decisions while lhere is stiU time
to have .some inpuL
Kim also wants to decrease
the competitive atmosphere at
Hastings by pushing for a new
grading policy, and by expanding
career seJVices into more public
inImst areas. 'This way. she says,
studenlS will not all be fighting
each for the same scarce rewards:
good grades and good jobs.
On the critical issue of ASH's
ability tocontinuefunding student

Tran's Death Mourned
Co"ru,..,djrDm PlJt~ 1

Bobby's father, Alex S.T.
Tran, has bun employed by
Hastings for over 19 years. He
immigrated to San Francisco in
1975 from Saigon following the
Vietnam conflicL Last year, Mr.
Tranwaslhe 1993rcc:ipientofthe
Charles Rummel Award which is
given to honor Hastings ' most
loyal employee. "AIexwasavery
devoted father to Bobby," said
Anthony S. Fiorito, Executive
Director of Personnel Services.
"He is an all around good person."
FJOrito~thatthislJ'avesty

wastheresultof"mindlesscrime."

While many urban students live
in perpetual fear, many wonder
what type of messages are sent to
San Francisco youths. Members
of the Hastings Community are
encouraged to actively respond to
this tragedy. Fioritocommented
thataliving memorialorpossible
scholarship fund have been
suggested, bUI nothing has yet
been formalized to remember
Bobby's passing. ASH passed a
resolutiongiving$IOOtotheTran
family or the charily of their
cooice.
The Law News offers its
deepest sympathy 10 Bobby's
family and friends.

should join the University of
California Student Association,
(UCSA). According to second
yearDcanPoulakidas, sponsor of
the ballot measure, UCSA is the
official voice of the UC students
before the Governor's office, the
State Legislature, and the UC
Regents. Hastings is theooly UC
campus that does not have a
representative on UCSA.
Membership would cost
Hastings' students an additional
onedollarinstudentfecs.AUCSA
student rep from UCSF recently
laid ASH that without UCSA's
influence with the Regents, the
tuition increases for current
students would have been the full
$2626, as opposed to only $616.
Poulakidas was formerly
student body president at UCLA,
and has been working for two
years to get the Hastings student
body to join UCSA. He strongly
urgusrudentstosuw<rt theballot

""","""
"One of the biggest things lhat

affected Hastings is the Regents
decision to raise student fees by
S2700.ASH'sreactionwastowait
until it happened, fmd the article
in the Chronic/e, cut it out, and
post it outside the ASH office,"
said PouJakades. "Now, this is
where the UCSA comes in 10 fi"
student government. UCSA was
arguing against the fee increases
on behalf of all the UC campuses
it represents, which does not
include Hastings."
In a controversial move, a
proposed ballot item was
withdrawn by ASH resolution.
The item would have put $16 in
annual student fees up for reo
approval by the student body.
According to Brian Guthrie,
aU candidates will be reimbursed
by ASH foruplOS35 incampaign
expenses.

Golf
emphasiles accuracy over
distance. The most spectacular
aspect about this course is the
view on the road to and from the
golf course. On a clear day you
can seeallthewayacrosstheBay
to the rolling hills and shining
towers of San Francisco.
Remember,ifyou wantlOplay
any golf course in the Bay Area.
you will need to call one week in
advance to get a tee time. There
areJuSinOlenoughgolfcoursesin
thisarea.Haveagreatlimeasyou
explore the local golfmg scene. I
hope to see you all at the golf
tournament next month.
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bodilywastesintotreasure?HTake
heanintrepid Hastingersfrom the
lowly oyster and pay your respect
to this sedentary bivalve by
practicing no more cannibalism
at P1' s. Takea lefton Montgomery
and go to Embarcadero I. Go up
to the second floor and buy two
ticketsforthevinualrealitycenter
there.EntertheGridironasSlayer,
the Baron, Nikita,or uh .. .I forgot
the Iastdude's name,bulhe wears
yellow exa-armour. Blast away
from helmet rocket launchers
while whirlin g far above the
groWld. Remember, where you
tum is where your rocket firesand
where your hand held thruster is
pointed is the direction yourbody

Catherine the
Great was
very fond of
animals; in
fact she had
this horse
that...
goes. BesurelOtalkalotsinceall
playersareconnectedaudiallyand
the machines make the voices
sound loud ly coooolll. Dying is
fun because there is an awesome
effect of being slammed to the
ground from high in the sky. It
COSIS around S5 for about 7
minutes of play so don't hang
around too long. lndUm legend
has illha/I~ Gwu Spiril gave a

yOUllg brave leaves which IIUfU!d
ifllopondsw~n he dropped them
/(1 aelas barriers w~n escaping
his enemy. Once in a pwUc ~
dropped lhemall and/..aU Tahoe
was created and ...
Buoyed by the thriU of vU1uaJ
techno warring, hea d back
towardsschoolalongSUtlClstreeL

Tht: only place ill San Francisco
where you can'l see Ihe
Transamerica Tower while
passing i/... probably nOl true but
something to think about while
hiking up Sutter past the tower.
Suddenly,ablockbcforeKeamey,
arushofdeja vu willovercomeall
Francophiles.] utting oul from the
window of a restaurant is the
reassuring Tabac sign. Suddenly
you are mshed back to Paris,
stumbling over cobblestone
streets and dogshit, 4:00 AM,
worried more about getting
another pack of Gauloise then

gettinghome,andthereil was, the
Tabac sign lending Its comfonmg
light to your choking lungs. Did
you know lhal a woman in Paris

jus/ died a/the age of 110, /hree
years afler she SlOpped smoking.
Yeah, she ... In a little alley is Cafe
Claude, a bar restaurant with live
music on Wednesdays. Further
along the street is Le Central,
Aioli, Cafe du Monde, and on the
comer is CafeLePresse. (I might
be getting all the gcnders wrong,
LaorLe... wait till thePChysteria
hits Latin based speaking
countriesandthey try togo gender
neutral , what a cauchemar.) Bile

is French slangfor penis, andil is
La Bile ... As the name indicates,
Cafe Le Presse is full of
newspapers and magazines from
around the world, mostly the
Western World. TIley also have
very good coffee, overpriced
Orangina and lighllunch snacks.
Taking a seat outside offers a
perfect view of the uue beauty of
San Francisco. From a tabl e in a
Frenchsidewalkcafe, witness the
multitudes of tourists taking
pictures of the archway entrance
to Chinatown. Notice the tacky
flashing green and red neon sign
for S(lme hardware store called
American somethingjustadjacent
to the ornate, intricately wroughl
archway. I wonder what sly joke
goes through the mind of Chinese
towists who stand in front of
Chinatown fgr pictures. Could it
be like us taking picrures in front
of McDona1ds and KFC's when
we go abroad?
Afler getting juiced on
caffeine, walk up into Chinatown
and buy a bamboo backscratcher
or some kung-fu slippers, great
for walking around the house.
Haggle a little over the price of
something cxpensive... Dwo sao
chien .. .aiya, wo de tien, kai wan
hSlao! The mooncake fes/ival

celebrates the oV~rlhrow of the
Mongols!Jy the Ming empire. They
ploll~dmililaryslralegybyhidillg

messages in the mJ)oncaktsand...
As the day is winding down,
pick upasix.packand hop on the
N·ludah. Take it all the way to
Ocean Beach. not lelting the end
of (he rails stop you from making
it out to the lip of the grand old
Pacific. As you gUllle down the
OE-800 chartoal filtered nectar,
look forthegreen flashasSoldips
Its yellow orange gown into the
deep blue glassy meadow. if you
try real hard, you will see the
ghost of Serraneus Hastings
noating in the ephemeral WISps
lefl by Sol, chastising you. Its
OK, take a long pull from your
can, knowing that tomorrow you
will go tociass.
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Kane Gains View of
Student Pains and Banes
By Steve Anderson
PASTE UP EOITOR

Dean Mary Kay Kanehosted a
well·attended and cordial open
meeting to address student
comments, questions, and
conccrns last week.
On Tuesday, Man::h4,nearly
one hundred students, as well as
several staff members, gathered
in the Louis B. Mayer lounge to
attend the question and answer
session. Dean Kane sat next to
second year Mike Huttner, who,
along with ASH Political Action
Committee Chair Erica Teasley,
proposedandorganizedtheevent
Their intention was to facilitate
more open discussion between
Hastings
students
and
administratiollwiththehopesthat
increased dialogue would result
in more action and less "student
complaining."
Kane commented on a wide
variety of issues raised by
students. She flfSl addressed the
on gOlllg .s«urity problems at
McAllister Tower. First year
student Pat Safford expressed
concemthatrocentbreak-inswcre
not being properly handled by
Tower security personnel. Kane
told the audience that she had not
previously bcardabouttheTower
security breaches. She promised
10 learn more about the situation,
but warned that campus peace
officers do not have authority to
patrolthebuilding.Socurityissues
arising there would thus have to
be decided in conjunction with
the Tower siaH. Kane also
approvedofSafford'ssuggestions
toformaTowerresidentstcnants'
group and to create a residential
newsletter.
Second-year student Danie\le
Ochs-TillOlSOn questioned Kane
abouthercommentsregardingthe
correlation between Hastings' low
baTpassagerateandtheadmission
orLEOP students. TIlIitson made
reference to a comment made by
Kane in the Feburary 9th edition
of the Low N~j in which Kane
said Hastings was more willing to
take a '"risk on the frOnt end" by
admittingselectedctisadvantaged
students. Tillotson warned that
perpetuatlllg a negative image of

PHaroIYUIl.llHYMA.~
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LEOPtotheHastings'community
wouldnotbringaboutanypositive
change.
In response Kanedefendedthe
administration's support of the
LEOP program. She explained
thai studies funded by Hastings
haveshown thatthelowcstquarter
oftheschool'sgraduatingc1asses
have a significantly higher bar
failure rate than other students.
Kanesuggestedthatfocusshould
beputonthepassagerateofthat
segmcllt of the student body and
not on whether LEOP students
constituted a significant portion
of that populalion.
'"We should be able to do it
[teach how to pass thebarl bettcr
and have students pass tbc flfSt
time." KanenOledthatbarpassage
rates fluctuate from year 10 year
andthatHastingshasalwaysbeen
in the top "six or seven" in the
state.Shealsopointedoutthatthe
financial and other stresses
suffCl"edby Hastings students are
generally greater than those
experiencedbyotherstateschools.
That, in tum, affects the time
graduatingstudentshaveavailable
to study for the bar.
TillotsOnaJso wondered why
LEOP studcnts were IIOt allowed
to sit on the GerlCrai Admissions
Review Commillee. Twosrudcnt
representatives are normally
selcctedbyASHtojointhepanel.
According to second year l...esley

Kim, chairperson of the ASH
appointmentcommiuee, who was
also present at the Kane
conference, administrative
regulations promUlgated by the
Hastings' administration and
enforced by the committee's
faculty chair, prevented the
Sludentschosen by ASH this year
from joining the board. Kane
deferred to Academic Dean Leo
Martinez, who was seated in the
audience during the event.
Manincz lOOk responsibilty for
the '"mistake", stating that LEOP
memberswereeligibletojointhe
board and that any indication to
the contrary was due to
miscommunication between
himselfandtheboardchairperson.
In another ASH related
question, Lesley Kim aslc.edabout
the possibility of having a voting
student member on lIle Hastings
Board of Directors. AI present,
ASHisrelegatedtohavingoneof
its members make general
comments on the Slate of student
affairs during the lastten minules
of the Board's open meetings.
Studentrcprcscntativcsarencither
allowed toeast votes IIOr to attend
closcdsessions.
Kane explained that slate
legislauoopreventsstudentsfrom
becoming Board members. While
she "would not resist" having a
student member on the Board, she
feclsitisunlik.elythalthegovemor
would approve a proposal
permitting a student 10 join it
(Thegovemor vctoedjust such a
proposal several years ago.)
One of the co-chairs of the
Hastings Alliance of Gays and
Lesbians, Laurie Simonson,
questioned Kane about allowing
on-campus rccruiting by military
agencies which discriminate
against homosexuals. Kane
opined thai organizations such as
the Judge Advocate General
should nOi be pennittcd 10 take
part in DCI and other on-campus
recruitment programs. She also
indicated that the faculty
supported this policy in a
resolution it passed several years
ago. However.a policy excluding
such organizations could IIOt be
implemented without approval of
the Board of DircclOrs. Several
years ago, Dean Read made an

unslJccessful plea to the Board
requesting the institution of a
policy banning discriminatory
organizations.
Kane also reponded to
inquiries about the future of the
West Block. Hastings offered to
lease the area comprising of the
vacant lot and parking area
borderingGoldenGateandLarkin
Streets to the City of San
Francisco. Officials planned to
construCt a new court house on
the sile. Last December, city
officialsehosetobuildthefacility
elsewhere.
Kane says there are no
immediate plans to do anything
with the site. However,theBoard
is considering selling the three
residentialapartmClltbuildingsin
order 10 reduce the school's
mortgage payments. This would
aUowmorefundstobedivettedto
law school activities.
The future of Wu Yee also
sparked major interesL Second
year Gene Huey made an
impassioned plea 10 maintain the
availabilityofchiidcare.OnJuly
1, Hastings' agreement with the
child care facility is scheduled to
expire. According 10 Huey, Wu
Yee would Iik.ely close down ifit
lost Hastings funding.
Kane expressed her support
for for the day care needs of
students who have children, but
noted that Wu Yee's funding
structure needs to be heavily
revised. Presently, stale financial
supportreachestheWuYeeChild
Care Center via Hastings. The
school is thus legally liable for
anything that happens at the
facility. TheBoardwouldlilc.eto
'"untangle the present legal
structurc" in order to avoid
potential liability.
InresponselOstudentconcems
about
the
quality
and
profcssionalism of the Office of
CarecrServices,Kanepointedout
thai the Student Policy FacultyStudent Committee has been
focusing on this problem since
last September. She showed her
support for the Career Services
staffsuessing that theY"WMl 10
succeed."
However,
she
guaranteed that a pJan for future
improvementsoftheofficewouJd
be generated by the end of the

'''''-

O ne student also suggested
placingcost-freetelephonesinlhe
Career Services offices 10 allow
students to telephone employers
during the day. He commented
thai students who do not live in
the immediate area have to hurry
home after class 10 reach
employeB during regular business
hours or use public teleJitones
whicharecostlyandoften located
in noisy areas.
Kanealsoansweredquestioos
about Ihis year's graduation
speaker (still unknown, but one
offer is still outstanding); lhc
recent Smith ruling (ASH and the
gcncralcounselareinlhepocess:
of studying the decision's
ramifications): fee incrcases(lhey
may rise again in the fall of 1995
fortoday'sfustyeaJ3, butstudents
entering in the fall of 1994 will
never pay more than the extra
S2620): study abroad (Hastings
lovesit,bul the ABA fees to run it
arestining its expansion intonew
countries); and loan forgiveness
(if aU goes well, maybe the CA
legislature will provide extrafunds
for the school in a pilot program;
but cIon't count on it yet)
Second year Joanna Madison
asked about Hastings' grading
curve, a perennial source of angst
among students. Kane said she
personally believes the present
curve is "not unreasonable," and
noted that professors do have the
option of raising the curve.
However,sheexplainedthisrarely
happens in the large bar courseS.
Kane also responded to
questions
about
student
evaluationsofprofcs.sorsandtheir
effect on faculty hiring decisions
(one unnamed older viSiting
professor will probably nOt
receive an offer duc to the large
number of critical comments
written by students); W-gate
(faculty decided to impose
penalties on students whoclollOl
drop in a timely manner so as to
guarantee wait list students an
opportunity 10 add impacted
classes); and judicial extemShips
(the ABA has restricted
allowancesforacademiccteditto
students who work in the Bay
COfftiltutll 0 .. P'4.11
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Symphony Plays
Carmina Burana
By Denise Jackson
ClAssJCALMuslC
CoRRES~1>E."'"

1lIc San FranciscoSymphony
won a Grammy Award last yeat
for ilS recording of Carl Orfrs
CarmiM BllTtlna. The piece,last
perlormed by the Symphony less
than four years ago, was again

schedu led for the concert I
attended on February 25. This
looked suspiciously like crass,
commercial programming to me,
6pecially since copies of the
rccordingwereonsaleinseveral
areas of the lobby. Nevertheless,
who am I to criticize crass,
commercial motives if they help
10 keep more musicians
employed?
The concert opened with
Symphony No.3 by Roy Harris,
who was a twentieth century
Americancomposer.1 doo 'tknow
moc:h abouthim or his music. The
symphony was very inleIeSting,
but I think I'll manage just fme if
Ineve£hearitagain.itwaswritten
between 1938-39. According to
the program notes, Harris was
concerned with developing a
uniquely American sounding
symphony that did not depend on
traditional European models.
Many aspects of the piece
reminded me of the music of
Copeland from the same period. I
liked a lot of the sustained string
sonorities, especially in the first
section. However, I was I10t so
fond of the writing for winds and
brass. Harris mostly had them
copy tunes from thestrings.Oddly
enough,eventhoughthematerial
was taken from the string music,
the winds and brass sounds
seemed unrelated to what the
strings were doing. Maybe the
problem can be attributed to the
sense of disconnection which
pervaded the performance. The
symphony players sounded as
though they did not get enough
rehearsaltimeforthepiece.Music
Director Herbert Blomstedl did
nol seem to understand the music
very well,orelse he understood il
anddidnotcareforiLldonm5ee
why he would program a piece if
he did not like il or was
uncommitted 10 it artistically.
After intermission, the
Symphony was joined by the
members of the San Francigoo
Symphony Chorus, the San

Francisco Girls Chorus, and three
vocal soloislS for theOrff. This
was a lIeal. The piece is a
collection of medieval poems
from Bavaria set to music. I had
neverlistenedlOCarminaBlUana
seriously, although I knew that
some of the lyrics were supposed
10 be racy and even erotic. My
strongest memory of the piece
was hearing the opening chorus
overanl1over(andoverandover!)
in the movie ExcalibllT. I was
somewhatdisappointcdlO.seethat
the lyrics were not nearly as racy
as I had been led 10 believe,
although they make it clear that
medieval Bavariansknew how to
propagatethespecies.Atanyrate,
the introductory section is about
theficklenessandcrueltyoffate.
The fmt main section is a long,
wonderful celebration of
springtime and love. The next
section is a collection of drinking
songs and includes a lament by a
swan which is being roasted for
dinner. (I'm not making this up.)
The third main sectioo goes back
tothe themeoflove,thistimea bil
more explicitly. The piece closes
with the sudden return of the
opening chorus. I thought it was
strange to bring back the idea of
fate'scruelty after such extended
treatmentofthejoysofspringtime,
drinking, and love. Fate was
looking preuy kind therefor most
of the piece.
For the most pan, the music of
Carmilla
Burana
is
uncomplicated. A lot of it is
derived from simple medieval
plainchanutyles. However,! was
surprised at how sensitively Orff
ueatcdthetexL Themusicclearly
supports the textual meanings and
expresses the various moods of
the poems, from depressed to
exuberant to lascivious. The
writing also shows a great
sensitivity to the nawraJ rhythms
of the text. Orrf even included
somefunversionsoftext·painting.
Forexample,themenofthechorus
tell a young girl that her lover
rodeawayonah~lOmusicthat

sounds like disappearing
hoofbeats. Again, in one of the
drinking9Ollgs,thesingerschange
10 Gregorian chant when they
drink 10 their delinquent priests.
All in all, I decided the piece
reaUy is much beuer than I had
evergivenitcredilfor.
The performance was uuly
magniflCenL Theorchestraplaycd
as well as I have ever heard them

play. The chorus is one of the best
symphony choruses in the
country,even in the world. It was
a plcasure to hear such a fine
singing ensemble. The girls'
chorus stood and sat with eerie
military precision, but they also
sangweU.lreallylikedthesinging
of SOJr.Ulo Elizabeth Futral. Hcr
voicewasfu1lbutlightandf1exible
at the same time. Tenor Matthew
Lord had the uncnviable
assignment of negotiating the
roasted swan's lament. This is a
fiendishly difficult pan, mostly in
falseuo.La-dneverquitemanaged
to hit the highesl note, but
otherwise his Singing was a
marvelous display of vocal
acrobatics. I wasnotas impressed
with the perfonnance of baritone
Richard Zeller. While his sound
was ttuly lovely, even when Orff
senlhim inlOfaisellO, I thought
that he overdid the phrasing. In
fairness, I should note that my
companion really liked Zeller's
phrasingandpreferredhisstyk
over Futral's more restrained
perfonnance.
I did not buy one of the
recordings, although I was
tempted when I saw that chorus
director Vance George was on
hand lOaulOgraphthem.Herichly
deserves all the credit he has
received for the fine qualities of
the San Francisco Symphony
Chorus.
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Students Like Hike
to Open Mike
Contillurd/romPllgt20
Areaand simultancously attend a
classroomscminar).
SIU(icnLS who did notattcnd
themeetingwillstillbeabletotell
Kane about their concerns in the
next
several
weeks.
Questionnaires will bedistributed
tostudentsviatheirSICfoldersas
partof theon-going Hastings2000
program, the long·range plan to
upgrade Hastings' image and
idcnuty. Kanenotcd that a list of
studentandstaffooncemswillbe
compiled this summer and will be
ready for release next fall. She
encouraged students 10 "fill Ollt
thequestionnariesseriously."

Kane reactcdpositively to the
meetingstatingthatshehadheard
many good ideas and new issues
hadbeenbroughltoheranention.
It was, in her estimation, a good
way 10 "open additional channels
ofcommunication. w
Organizer Huttner voiced
similar approval for the cvcnL
"Everyone had the chaoce to step
forward and ask questions. If
people are going toeomplain they
should come here, present their
questions to the Dean, and slOp
justoomplaininginthclawcafe."
HAGL co·chair Simonson
suggested that these open forums
be held regUlarly. "Dean Kane
should hold these types of events
once or twice a semester."

Hastings Raw News
April Fool's Edition
If the truth hurts ...
Wait until you see
what lies can do

Tattoo You
skin. Two hours later he was in
enormous pain as he removed the
tape from hisskin. "It washonestly
thewOlStpart." Jankowski applied
antibiotic ointment to the tattoo.
For Ihe next week he used
Lubidcrm to keep the skin soft
until thetaUOObecamepcrmanenL
Jankowski is happy with his
tauoo and highly recommends
Mortis. Heis"mellowandagood
guy.H

Have a

good
spring
break.

Writers Meeting
Thurs. Mar. 10
3:40p.m.
Law News Office
198 Building
RoomB-27
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On the Beat: Hastings Security Blotter
Key of abbreviations for the
security blouer: WMA - white
male adult; BMA - black male
adult; OMA - Oriental Male
Adule BMJ-blackmalejuvenile,
WFA-whitefamaleadult; BFA
- black female adult, et. al.
• Jan. 5, 2:30 p.m. Officer
Santiago found a WMA, 6'2",
190 Ibs., smoking marijuana on
the patio. The Subject was
csconcd off campus.
•
Jan. 7, 10:00 a.m.
Unidentified student said that a
BMA nung a board at him on the
200 patio. The BMA was found
in the arc. warned, and esconed
off the property. The victim was
no longer present.
Jan. 7, 10:20 a.m.
•
Unidentified person called on an
emergency line and said that a
lady in the women's restroom
"down there" was sick and could
not get up. Officer Norman
checked all resuooms and could
not find anyone in need of
assistance.
• Jan. 7, 2:10 p.m. Officer
Opheim responded 10 a
dislutbanceinlheSwdentLounge
oftbe 198 building. Upon officer
arrival, he found IWO identined
persons talking loudly. One
student was determined to be a
seminar student.
• Jan. l5,1:47a.m. Reporting
person stated that unknown
person(s) had broken into a blue
blazerthatwasparkedinthelower

garage. He stated that when he
arrived, the gate and door were
closed
• lan. 19,9:30 am. Officer
Opheim responded to classroom
C tocheckon a BMA,35,160lbs,
5'9", intcrruptinglhec!assyelling
about getting help and drugs.
Offica esconcd suspect off the
campus. This is about the fourth
time suspect came into a
classroom.
• Jan. 19,4:00 p.m. Student
reported he parked his Shogun
Tmilblazer bicycle on the 198
patio at 9:00 am. and when Ile
returned at 4:00 p.m. his bicycle
was missing. He said he secured
his bicycletothe Eastmilingwith
a steel cable and lock.
• Jan. 23,1:28 a.m. An alarm
activation occurred in the
command center, Room 100.
Officer Posada checked fife alann

panel. Posada noticed that the
fire pump alarm had been
activated Posada found no sign
of smoke or fire. Officerresctthe

'"~.

• Jan. 27. Employee reponed
that a non-Hastings person
broughltwo papers to the Dean's
office and requested a teaching
position. The next day, the nonHastings person phoned and
became antagonistic when
informed of the procedures.
• Feb. I, 2:03 p.m. Officer
Santiago spoke with a San
Francisco County Probation
Officer and gave her a copy of
repon 93-0029. Probation officer
said that ifacertain non-Hastings
person was seen in the area, to
book him for probation violation.
• Feb. 3,10:02p.m. Identified
person sct off garden area alarm.
On arrival, he told officers he was
just going to smoke a joint and

kick back. Officers searched him
but no drugs were found. He was
warned and escorted off the
property.
• Feb. 4, 3:05 p.m. Officer
Norman reponed that a nonHastings person called and
threatened to jump off the Golden
Gate Bridge if she did not get
admilled 10 Hastings. Officer
called bridge security to verify
their procedures with jumpers.
• Feb.ll,4:17a.m. Thefire
pump alarm was activated.
Officer Posada checked the
mechanical room. OffICer found
no signs of smoke or fire. Alarm
was reset at 0423 hours.
• Feb. II, 6:45 p.m. NonHastingspersoncameinandasked
10 use the bathroom. A few
seconds later, another nonHastings person came in and said
the first person had stolen his
mother's purse. First person was
searched but no purse was found.
He waswamed.
• Feb. 14, 7:49 am. NonHastings person called and
threatened employee.
He
sometimes sJXlke in a garbled
manner and said that he wanted a
Professor to call to speak: with
him toheiphimwithhisprobJems.
Officers have been notiflCd to
arrest him on probation violation.
• Feb. 17,5:00 p.m. Student
reportCdthatsincehisarticJeabout
rnpmusiccamcout intheHastings
Uzv.,J News he hashad books stolen,
and notes about the books were

defaced. ALawNews newseditor
told him that racial remarb and
JXlssibledeaththrcalSwc:rewritten
in theCivilJusticeOinicelevalOf.
• Feb.18,1O:30a.m. Officer
resJXlnded to a non-injW"y auto
accident at tile motorcyclemeters
on Hyde. VehicJesusuUnedminor
damagesand front passenger door
sustained major damage. Bolli
vehicles drove away.
• Feb. 18,ll:00a.m. Officer
Turner cut his left middle finger
while securing a damaged car
door. Officer gave himself first
aid.
, Feb. 18, 10:00 a.m. Officer
resp:mded to a garden area alarm
when the dispatcher saw a WMA
in the area. Officer madeconUCt
with the non· Hastings person at
Golden Gate and Hyde. He said
he had gotten lost in the building
and exited the nearest stairwell.
• Feb. 20, 9:34 am. A BFA
entered the 200 building after
reading the signs JXlsted on the
doa. She asked if she could use
the library without an ID. She
wastold"No". Andso,shebegan
to solicit students 10 escon her to
the library infrontofthecommand
center. She was asked to leave a
second time.
• Feb. 26, 1:10 p.m. Student
reported that two individuals were
handing out pamphlets critical of
INS in room 127 and blocking
access to the INS table. Officers
Turner and Bacho responded and
asked lIIe individuals to slep back
and permit access.

Hastings Law News
1994-1995 Editorial Board
Positions Available:
Editor In Chief, Executive Editor, Copy
Editor, News Editor, Opinions Editor
Applications Due April 12, 1994 in the Law News SIC Box
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Hastings in the News: A Reprint from the San Francisco Examiner
S,\\' fRAI"CISCO [XAM1,\Lk

New chief, new goals for Hastings
Mary Kay Kane,
first woman dean,
seeks modem
image for West's
oldest law college
HUtingB CoUege of the Lawcelebratea ita 116th. birthday in
March with a new dean - the fil'8t
woman to head the oldest law
IIChool weet of the MlI8iaeippi and, ihhe s1.lCCi!9dll. a new miaeion.
Mary Kay Kane, among the
fil'8! women to join the Haatinp
faculty in the 19708, &aid ahe
planned to ask faculty and lIN,
dents for help.
"We need to develop a con&enIUS about the image of a modern
Hutinga," Kane said ''We are in
the top tier of legal education nationally; IIOme thinp Ilre unique
and special about.us . . butwt
haven't really ref1ect.ed and identified what is it that 1lUIke8 us apecia!. and what we want to leave to
the ne:rt!!f!neration."
Although Hastings has a sepa·
rate board of directon, it i9 part of
the Univenity ofCaJifornia B)'IItem
and hall taken the &ame budget hits
from the atAte that UC has over the
past four yean.
It &.lipped from 19th to 23rd
among 176 accredited law lChoola
in lMtyear'a U.S. Newa and World
Report, which each year usea five
criteria to rate the nation's beat
graduate 1IChool&. And it ranked
64th in tel'Dl8 ofauccese graduates
had findingjobl.
For atudenta, just getting to
their claaaroon: bUilding on the
IIOUthern edge of San Franciaco's
gritty Tenderloin District is a lot
different from strolling beneath the
shady boug h. of the traditional
campus. The concrete pad outaide
with benche8 and mid-aized olive
treeegiVing.cantcover from busy
McAllister Su-eet is lIOmething stu·
dents refer to ruefullY Il8 "the
beach."
"I think it's a very goo.xischool,
but 8 lot of students are influenced
by the loc8tion IOmetimes; they
feel kind of bad where they're at,"
said Brian McAllister, 8 third·year
student who is editor of the Hu·
tingB International and Compara·
tive lAw Review.
Othel'll lee Hastinga' location
near the federal, Btate and local
court8 and government agenciee 81
8 defmite 8dvantage. "Hutings is II
real urban, city law echool, right in
the middle of the legal eatabllahment,~ said proftllllOr Manha Co·

hen. 'That's IOmething a lot of
competitol'll don't offer.... Choose
UCLA if you want to be able to
extend)'QUJ' adolescence for three
moreyeara."

A KbooI for pradttlonen
''This is more of II 'practitio·
ner's' school," s8id June MOl'lle,
Hastings' student body pmident
and a second-year etudent, "11.8 op·
po8l'd to Harvllf'Ci. Yale, Chicago,
which turn out scholars. There
won't be llIly Rehnquista or Sandt8
Day O'Connors coming out of
here."
"Other schools hllve a direc·
tion," added student body 8eC,,"'
taryl.eBleyKirn,"Wehaveagree.t
tal: department, but right now it's
just 'there.' It isn't really empha·
8iz.ed. We could be the gre8test Wt
!!Chool on the Weat Coast."
McAllister is intemtedin pur·
lIuing intemationallaw and thinks
that', one area that needs improve·
ment at Hastingtl. "It was built up
in the brochures, but 1 think it',
not very practical-oriented here
..." he IBid "They need to really
work on getting more exchange
progrlUIlll with the P8cific Rim. It'a
focueed on Europe, unfortunately. ~
Cree.t.ed in 1878 by a $100,000
donation to the state from Serran·
UB Clinton HastingB. California's
first chiefjuatice. Hastinp fo r mao
ny yean was known for its 65 Club
- a f8Culty consisting of eminent
profe8llOfB who were recruited by
Hastmgs afte r facing mandatoI')'
retirement at age 65 from their
own tIlstitutions. Thst began
changing in 1971. when the coll~ge
started hiring younger profeseors
Kane received her juris d-xt,)r
deg ree from the University of
Michigan. She began he r career as
a research &88iatant and then as s
re&ear(:h 88&OCi8te fit the Michigan
and Harvard law IIChoola. She has
been8uthoror co-author of8l'veral
widely used booka on civil procedure. She livea in Emeryville.
SdIooI

need. ,,*1.1titt

Developing specialties in the
curriculum is high on Kane's agen·
da. She thinks it would help gradu.
ates find jobs: One of the main
compllllIltB from HastingB student.!!
these days is that the &ehool is
weak til its career placement auI"
port effort8. Kane said a facuhy·
student committee W81 taking a
hard look at what more could be
done.
The new dean allO must contend with the student newspaper,
the Hutinp Law News, and its
edito r-in-chief, Steven Feinstein.
At their mere mention, she rolla
hereyea.
Last fall, the mc.nthly newapaper started peppering aW8y at ad·

ministr8tion rules: reatrictiollll on
student F:lOUP bake sales, !haJ-pI-.bmited access to CBmp'JS by bar
review cooraea and other out8ide
companies, a ban Oil smoking nn
law sc::hool premIses.
'The sdministratlOn has to get
thlOU,l;h their huds that this is a
81.8te law schooL nOt 8 privateju·
nior high achooL" Feinstein wrot.<
in 8 blistering editorial about the
rules. lIOme of which were later reo
laxed. "They can't do wha~r the
heU they want to reetrict studenu
and student poops....
During the dean eelection pro·
Cl'N, Feinstein complained 8boul
the lack of at ron!: studentpartici·
patlOn. He wanted. and 1'0'81 reo
fused. the right t.o have all the dean
candidates intelVlewed by the IA...
News. Kane won the reqUired twothirds faculty vote, over two other
candidates.

~
Feinstein responded in his ?oOo·

"Pan. of my job was to uy no. that
'.he buck stops here." she se.id
"The resultlS8 numberofstudentB
may have the Iffipre&lJlOn that I
don't care about their concerns
"But deedB are more important
than won:is,"she added. sayingsne
III\d ~tudenl body president Morae
had du!::usaed the idetl of Kane's
meeting monthly with elected stu·
dent leaders.

GNI:haPPYltUde!rtl
"I want to see happy studenta,
becAuse I want t.o see happy alumni," Kane se.id. ''Ultimately, that
meam providing them with aup·
port eervices. a senae of communi·
ty. Some of it weare never going to
overcome: We are 8 metropolitan
law school. We don't have a cam·
pus. Some Btudenta come here
from other ooliege8. and suddenly
here thev nrl'1O the middle of the
Tenderloin, with ill! cnme. So
wt!'ve~o'totrv8\'arietyofwaYllto

iutve more uneractlon between fac-

""'''-'~_h1vdft..-lop."..,.al,,...,,,I/ ... ',,,,,,'<~'''''-··!'''''

vember issue byl;avi;g ·th;p;;.
length spot fer his editorial blank
"Why Bother?" the headlL'Ie read,
over a brief eJ.planation: '''J'he f8c,
ultY'8 recent vote on the n~xt dean
of the college shows corclusivel}
that student opinion means noth·
ing at Hastings. We th~refore have
decided to not W8lte our time writ·
i.ng another ignored editorial."
Kane said Feinstein's views
hardly represented the majority 01
Hastings' student body. "He &eel it
as good to kind of shake up the
institution," she 8&id. "He hell an·
gered 8 lot of 8tudenta, who come
to me and say th8t 'he d~n'1 ",~.
resent mv Vlevl·.' ~
But taw professor Cohen, &. for
mer college journalist hereelf, Mid
over the years the lAw Nl'WlI haj
gotten "feistier _ and. hey, I 1'0'81
feisty too. Student joumalista ...
are auppoiied to find scandals in
echool, and ask queationa."
Kane said communication and
relations between !idministraton,
f8cu1ty and etudenta needed to im·
p~.

ApJrointed 8c8demic de8n in
1990, she Mid ehe might have ruf.
ned etudent feathers in that role

ulty and students.~
To that end. Kane recently ae·
cepted 8 lunch invitation from
Feinstein.
"I don't know if we made
peace," Feinstein said later. "She
8eeIll!l like a nice penon... It W81
only moderstely tense.
"But I think she is trymg to be
more ~n to us, the newsp8per,
anyway"
Kane uid she had lunched with
fei.'1stein In part beca.WIl' "I W"'"t
to portl'8Y w studenll! that I'm not
afraid to answer questlOns.~
Or be a good spon. In his Febru·
1\1')' lIIIIue. Feinstein ran a photo·
graph of KllIle with a cigar in hel
mouth. It WIl8 taken at the Hut·
ing'6 C8baret., when she W8I summoned on stage by the emcee whc
wllllted to "prove that the dean i.E
human," She was positioned be·
tween two jugglers, who then at·
tempted t.o knock the wrapped d·
gar out of her mouth.
Renecting on the demanda 01
her new job, Kane 8&id, "I hopf
there 8ren't a lot more juggling
8CtB.~
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LOGIC.
At BARIBRJ, logic dictates the design

if the course.

Logic dictates ...
that substantive law lectures should be
given by distinguished ABA Law School
Professors, experts in their respective

fields who understand the complexities
of the California Bar Exam.

Logic dictates ...

I'rrljes,o.>rCh,,,lt·s 111utrbread

that Workshops should be systematically
integrated with substanlive law lectures.

Logic dictates ...
that the number of hours spent in
Workshops should be no more than
necessary to accomplish your goal.

logic dictates ...
that a study outline be just that.
{Ill

Durlille, not an overly cumber-

some explanation of the law.

logic also dictates ...
that there should be a special capsule
outline summarizing th e vast amounL

of detail of the law, highlighting major
areas of law tested on the Bar Exam.
C,lIl1'isnAtill; Rivinll

BAR REVIEW

The LOGICAL choice for over 25 years.
FOI

(in app/i({ltion, or

1Il0re

information, please call

1-800-995-5227

